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Disclaimer
The information in this document is a description, of what, in the experience of
the author, will give the given desired results.
The author is not familiar with, the conditions under which you apply these procedure, tips and methods and you must therefore use them with this consideration and at your own risk.
The author takes no responsibility, for the result you may encounter, no matter
how lethal.
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Introduction
This document is an attempt to provide a one-stop resource, that provide explanations and methods to achieve all the results required by the european aircrew regulations to be a private pilot.
I did not come up with all of this knowledge by my self. A lot of people have unknowingly contributed to this collection of how tos, dos and donts.
The document does not cater for any type specific elements and must always
be used in conjunction with the certified Aircraft Flight Manual - which always
takes precedence.
This document will supply you with methods to achieve acceptable results in all
manoeuvres required for skill tests or proficiency checks. I have chosen the
methods, that I find the most suited, from a leisure pilot standpoint and that also
will provide a relevant foundation for obtaining additional competencies later on
in you flying life.
Your flight school of choice may not agree, with the descriptions I provide, or
may consider, additional steps must be taken in a given situation. Since they
take responsibility for your training, you should follow their directives.
Please do not redistribute this document, either by it self, or as part of a package without my permission. I did not make it to get rich, and I will not be unreasonable, when making an agreement for its use, including tailoring it to your
needs.
Enjoy - Mads
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Standard Operating Procedures
Standard Operating Procedures - S.O.P., is widely used in aviation. It is a set of
detailed instructions that describe how a task is to be performed.
United Nations - ICAO, Pans-Ops (procedures for air navigation service - operations), Document 8168, recommends that:
“Operators shall establish standard operating procedures (SOPs) that provide
guidance to flight operations personnel to ensure safe, efficient, logical and predictable means of carrying out flight procedures.”
Among other things, the SOP should express:
“a) what the task is;
b) when the task is to be conducted (time and sequence);
…
d) how the task is to be done (actions);
e) what the sequence of actions consists of; and…”

Now, granted, it is “only” listed as a recommendation (not as a standard) and it
is not ratified in eu-regulation for leisure flying (EU Regulation for Air Operations
- part-nco), nor would I expect it to be ratified by national provisions.
It is a great tool though, when learning to fly, because it is in fact a recipe on
how to perform ground- and flight manoeuvres.
Some operators use the SOP to standardise the way folks fly, making the SOP
a constraining documents.
Others use the SOP as both a standardisation documents as well as a guidance
to obtain good results.
Particular flight schools needs SOPs.
They use the SOP, to ensure that instructors are preaching the same to the students and they use the SOP as a guiding framework for the students to use; as
a resource and; a means to provide a method to carry out flight operations that
ensures neither regulations nor safety are compromised.
Personally I have not yet seen an SOP, at a flight school, who's sole purpose
have been to explain to students how every manoeuvre is performed.
Mostly, the SOP address areas that are prone to non-standardisation or areas
that are complex and also prone to non-standardisation, but seldom all required
areas, since most minor operations are self-explanatory, once you have had just
a little flying experience.
In my opinion this take away the required focus from the SOP, that should be
the central document for flight training.
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Should or Shall
In the EU regulatory framework, the use of the words “Shall” or “Must” are used
in legislation, when something is non-negotiable and mandatory.
You find Shall and Must in the texts, known as implementing rules and their annexes, fx the implementing rule “Air Crew Regulation and its annex; part-fcl.
In the texts, referred to as Acceptable Means of Compliance, the wording is often “Should” instead of “Shall”. In the AMC this does not signify that the requirement is less mandatory, but that alternative means of compliance may be
developed.
You may therefore deviate from a “should” requirement, but only by replacing it
with a should requirement from an alternate means of compliance.
In this SOP though, I deliberately use “Should” and “Shall” in a different manner.
I use “Shall” and “Must” when you have a regulatory commitment to do the described action, regardless of its origin.
I use “Should” or “Advice” to describe actions, which are recognised best practices or suggestions, that you may benefit from, but to which you are not obligated by regulation to adhere.
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Model of Reality
In these operating instructions, many examples of concrete values or settings
are mentioned as key factors in obtaining the desired results described.
Most of these details are made as generic as is possible to cater for as many
different types of airplanes as possible. Even so, some differences are bound to
occur in reality, when the conditions are not the same as in the instructions
presented here.
You must therefore be prepared to encounter variations in the results you experience and maybe you will have to adjust the values I suggest.
By prepared I mean, try them out in a protected setting - eg. at a safe altitude before committing to them.
From my own experience I can tell you, that the descriptions you find here are
valid for a C172 Mark -M, -N, Lycoming O-320 160 hp engine, with 2 persons in
the front seats and half full fuel load.
The descriptions should be true and fair for other airplane models with similar
loads and engine power, though short winged airplanes may appear underpowered.
Some things to note about these C172 variants compared to other manufactures:

• Most significantly: The flaps are huge, when fully deploy and produces more

form drag than most other planes - though the lift coefficient and pitching
moment may be comparable.

• Pilot seating position in the C172 is a little higher than most similar class air-

planes. Both in relation to the dashboard as well as above the ground/wheel
base.

• C172 M/N is a little underpowered for a 4 seater - particularly if equipped with
a cruise propeller.
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Ground Manoeuvres
Pre-flight Inspection
All aircraft must be inspected in accordance with the flight manual prior to flight.
This inspection is known as a pre-flight inspection.
If the aircraft following a pre-flight inspection is left unattended for any period of
time, it is advisable to perform a new pre-flight inspection, or an abbreviated
version, often called a walk-around, to ensure that the airworthiness of the aircraft has not changed.
It is not uncommon, that vehicles, or other aircraft, may bump your aircraft,
while you are inside and it is the purpose of the walk-around to detect such occurrences.
Also: Pilots are prone to rushing things in the preflight phase, because this is a
high stress segment. A lot of coordination being made by the pilot, flight plans
pose time constraints, passengers needs tending and this surprisingly often
leads to stupid mistakes. If you make it a habit to “walk around” the aircraft, you
will detect ladders, open doors, tow bars and the like, before you start up.
The pre-flight inspection is described in the Aircraft Flight Manual.
The walk-around, is not formalised but, should cover, at least, the following
checks:

• A physical walk around the entire aircraft, looking for bumps, scratches and
that the general condition is as observed during the pre-flight inspection.

• Assurance that chocks, tow bar, tie downs and pitot covers are removed.
• Ladders and other mobile obstacles are clear of the aircraft.
• Aircraft thrust will not blow dirt and gravel into hangars or onto other aircrafts
or cars behind you.
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Passenger Briefing
Prior to each flight - normally when boarding or immediately after boarding - the
pilot shall give a briefing to the passengers carried.
This is only mandatory for commercial air transport, but it may be what saves
your life, if you end up in an emergency. Most schools require you to do this
during your training.
During each training flight you should consider the flight instructor a passenger
and get in the habit of always addressing the persons under your responsibility.
Passenger briefing containing:

• Operation and location of exits
• Operation and location of emergency equipment
• Code of conduct when occupying the front seat or when connected to the intercom, including the use of personal electronic devices.

The instructor may ask you to omit the passenger briefing, in order to keep a
certain focus. However, this should not be perceived as if passenger briefing is
not important on future training flights.
I advice you, to continue to take the initiative to give such a briefing, until instructed otherwise, in order to train your-self to do this, whenever other persons
are with you on-board the aircraft.
One side-effect may be, that your passengers feel that they are taken care of
and that may instil a sense of confidence in your ability.
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Checklists
It is mandatory to use the checklists provided by the aircraft manufacture in the
Aircraft Flight Manual.
The checklist is developed to ensure, that you set the aircraft correctly up for
the relevant flight-phase.
The constraints on checklist handling may seem excessive and over dramatic,
at first glance, but the checklist is a supporting mental structure, by which you
coordinate your tasks during flight operations and you will learn to recognise the
significance of discipline when using it.
It is not desirable to use the actual Aircraft Flight Manual as a checklist in a
small aircraft cockpit and most aircraft owners or operators have made some
form of plastic laminated paper, with the checklist instructions on it, that is more
handy.
More often than not, these home made checklist will contain more items than
required by the manufacturer, based on what is mission critical.
Remember to make certain that the home-made version is adequate for your
aircraft, when you are the pilot in command. Often they are made by amateurs
and also, often they are copies of another similar aircraft, that may or may not
be equipped as the aircraft you are flying.

Reading Checklists
When the aircraft is moving, you should not be occupied with anything other
than operating the aircraft and steering it clear of obstacles.
Therefore all checklists performed when the aircraft is moving, should be done
by heart and the checklist, read at a later time (do, then read) when workload
permits, to check that all items are performed.
Checklists performed when the aircraft is stationary, may be read and performed point by point (read, then do) and need not be rehearsed.
When completing a checklist it is important that you activate your critical thinking to ensure, that you are not making a mistake in setting up the aircraft.
One method to do this, is to say out aloud ,what you are doing. If you read
aloud “landing checklist”, but your are about to take-off, you will most likely
catch the mistake and prevent the use of the wrong checklist.
The heading of each checklist should be called out loud and when a given
checklist has been read, it shall be called out “checklist complete”.
Any point to be checked within a checklist should be read aloud and the result
or selection chosen should be called out as well.
Avoid using words as “checked” or “okay”, even if that is what is printed on the
actual checklist, but use instead the actual reading or result of a check, in order
to remember what to check for, for example:
MADSHDK - All Rights Reserved.
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Checklist may read: “Fuel tank selector - Fullest tank”.
Your challenge to the checklist item should then be: “Fuel tank selector”
Your response to the challenge could then be: “Left tank selected”
Or:
Checklist my read: “Fuel Quantity - Sufficient”.
Your challenge to the checklist item should be: “Fuel Quantity”
Your response to the challenge could then be: “9 Gallons. 5 required.”
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Engine Start
When prompted by the checklist to start the engine, you should always look
outside the aircraft, prior to engaging the starter, to make sure that no persons
are in the vicinity of the propeller.
When the engine fires, it is important to ensure, that the engine is operating correct in order to shut it down quickly and prevent damage if it is not the case.
Locate the oil pressure gauge before starting the engine, in order to observe the
presence of oil pressure when the engine is running - normally within 3
seconds, up to 10 seconds in winter conditions.
Oil pressure need not be “in the green” within the 3-10 seconds, but you should
observe that it is rising within that time - if not, shut down the engine before it is
damaged.
When the engine fires, release the starter switch and be ready to retard the
throttle to prevent the RPM to exceed 1000-1200.
Excessive engine wear may occur due to high RPM, prior to proper lubrication
is being distributed to the engine bearings by the engine driven oil pump.
When the engine is running, the sound of it should be smooth and even when
running at 1000 RPM (or other idle RPM dictated by the AFM).

Before cranking the engine - locate the RPM indicator and the oil pressure gauge.
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Cockpit Setup
Navigational radios are normally checked before taxiing by listening for ident
reception and verifying correct deflection of the instruments.
This check can be completed by using the local facilities (ILS, VOR, DME and
ADF) of the departure aerodrome. If such facilities are not available the instruments cannot be checked until the aircraft is airborne and within range of the
relevant stations and workload permits such checks.
If you need the navigational instruments to complete your flight, you should
check them on a local beacon and then set them the most practical way to the
beacons you need.
Communication radios are also checked before taxiing. When preparing to use
the communication system, the transmit selection panel should be set as follows:
-

All listening selectors should be set to off, except AUTO which should be
selected to HEADSET.

-

The transmit selector should be set to COM 2.

-

The volume adjustment of the intercom and all NAV/COM radios should
be set to a reasonable level. If in doubt, set the volume to 12 o’clock.

-

Tune the first station to call on both COM1 and 2.

Transmit selector (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

When establishing radio contact to the first ground station, make your first
transmission on COM 2 and listen for the reply. If COM 2 is functioning you will
receive a reply and can thus verify, that this radio set is working properly.
Once you have heard the reply change transmit selector to COM1 and make
your next transmission here. If you hear a reply, this radio set is also functioning
properly and you will continue using it.
COM 1 shall from then on be used as the primary radio and COM 2 as a utility
radio for ATIS, company call etc.
You should not commence taxi before coordination with the applicable ATS unit
(or a blind call on unmanned fields) is complete and you have a clear picture of
where to move.
When taxiing the Aerodrome Docking Chart should be readily available to you
preferably attached by the clip on the yoke.
You can include further checks, before you begin taxi to save time “off the
block”, if you wish and it is not in violation with the AFM.
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Taxi
When obstacles exist close to the aircraft e.g. other vehicles, or masts, no
checklist, or other operations, other than controlling the aircraft, should be initiated, until the aircraft is free of the obstacle vicinity.
Obstacles should be considered to be close in, when pilot reaction time is a
crucial factor in avoidance, rather than at a specific distance.
Taxiways have a nominal clearance to obstacles listed in the airport documentation. This means, that the airport guarantees, that no fixed obstacles exist in a
given distance from the taxi way center line.
Since you will initially operate small aircraft, the clearance will often be a lot
more than your aircraft wing span and you may not need to be as vigilant regarding fixed obstacles.
If nominal clearance is excessive, you should still pace your-self by exerting
some discipline in taxiing. Most pilots, instructors and examiners, will expect
you to be able to maintain the nose wheel of the aircraft on the yellow taxiway
centre line marking, or at least within 0,5 meters. If this is not possible, it is most
commonly because the taxi speed is too high.

If you taxi slowly - it is easy to keep the nose wheel on the line.

The aircraft should normally not be taxied faster than you can run. When selecting a speed, consideration should be given to the conditions.
Strong winds and low visibility or other traffic and obstacles may call for a
slower taxi speed. It all comes down to the reaction time available to the pilot, if
an unforeseen situation should arise, e.g. brake failure, tire puncture, crossing
vehicle.
Passenger comfort can also be considered with regards to cornering and surface condition.
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Using Wheel Brakes
The brakes shall be applied in a manner to minimise wear and to minimise
overheating the discs in the brake assembly.
This is done by applying brakes in a firm manner.
You should avoid to “ride the brakes” for an over-smooth braking action. Instead, if you feel you are taxiing to fast, apply the brakes, until the aircraft have
reached a speed somewhat lower than the ideal taxi speed. Then let the aircraft
accelerate to a speed, which is slightly above the ideal and then brake the aircraft again to a speed lower than ideal, when needed.
In order to avoid “riding the brake” inadvertently you should be conscious about
the position of your feet on the rudder pedals. Do not steer with the upper part
of the pedals, but apply steering pressure to the lowest part of the pedal. This
might provide some discomfort for your seating, since you need to move your
feet up on the pedals when applying heavy braking. You should counter this by
selecting a taxi speed that allows for this movement rather than risking unconscious brake application.
When applying brakes to slow down, consider using a lower power setting
rather than braking. Normally the power shall not be selected lower than a setting, for which the generator supplies sufficient output, for the low voltage warning light to remain extinguished. If taxiing in tailwind it is acceptable to select a
low power setting, that do results in low voltage warning, if it is evident that the
low power setting is the cause and if the generator is allowed enough time to
recharge the battery following.
Before approaching a turn, slow the aircraft down to a speed suitable for the
cornering radius. Avoid “race car style” turns, in order to provide comfort for
passengers.

Using Throttle During Taxi
When initiating movement you should anticipate a throttle setting slightly higher
than that required to keep the aircraft in motion. Normally 12-1300 RPM is sufficient to get the aircraft moving.
Once the aircraft starts to move, the throttle should be retarded to approximately 1000 RPM again. Throttle changes during taxi shall be under-exaggerated, to allow you to observe and react to what change appears.
When you wish to move the aircraft under its own power, it is good practice to
signal movement by turning on the taxi light. If you stop - e.g. to give way for
other traffic - use the light, to indicate, that you are doing this by turning it off.
In a similar manner, the rotating beacon light is used to signal, that the engine is
running and turning on the rotating beacon is mandatory, when the engine is
running.
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Wind During Taxi
Before you start to move the aircraft, you should make a mental note of the
wind direction. You should keep the control surfaces oriented in such a manner,
that a sudden gust of wind will not lift the aircraft up, but instead push it down.
This means that you should orient the controls, so the elevator deflects up in a
head wind and down in a tail wind. Also the ailerons should deflect down in
windward side, if there is a headwind and deflect up in the windward side if
there is a tailwind.
This is a little easier to remember, if you imagine that the aircraft has a stick, instead of a yoke. The stick should always be deflected away from the wind direction. Eg. If the wind is from your 4 o clock position, the stick should be forward
and to the left. If the wind is in your 10 o clock position, the stick should be aft
and to the right.
If the wind is in your face, you should anticipate, that more engine power is required to remain in motion and a few hundred RPM higher than idle should be
selected - commensurate to the wind velocity.

If the wind is from your rear, you should anticipate, that less engine power is required to remain in motion and a lower RPM should be selected. Normally, you
should not go below 1000 RPM, since the propeller provides cooling air to the
engine - particularly in a tailwind situation, were even less air is entering the
cooling air intakes.
However, it is preferred to select a lower RPM over using brakes. If the RPM is
too low, you may find, that the low voltage warning will illuminate, because the
generator/alternator is not producing sufficient output at low RPM. This only signifies, that the battery is being drained and you can easily replenish it during the
engine run-up procedure.
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Engine Run-up
Before you get air-born, you want to verify, that critical system are functioning
properly and to let the engine parts and the oil system get up to operating temperature.
This procedure is called the engine run-up, or the warm-up. It involves running
the engine at a medium-high power output and you should only do this in designated areas.
Using high engine power in the vicinity of other aircraft, vehicles and persons,
may be harmful, as the thrust produced may knock objects over and/or blow objects into others.
Normally, the run-up is performed at the holding point by the runway, or in designated run-up areas, normally also positioned close by the holding points. The
steps of the procedure is described in the AFM and are performed with the airplane pointing into the wind for optimum engine cooling and to avoid the wind
catching the control surfaces.
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Line-Up
When your engine run-up is complete, your are ready to enter the runway and
depart. You should keep two things in mind - you want to be certain that the
runway is actually available to you, before you approach it and you want to be
certain, that you are prepared for the departure.
It is difficult to see, if other traffic is using the runway. An airplane on final is not
easy to spot, the runway slope may hide traffic in the other end, or others may
be entering at intersections or landing and departing from crossing runways.
If you are at a manned aerodrome, you can ask the ground stations for assistance in assessing the traffic situation and in this way learn if the runway is
available. If not, you should pay attention, to what is being announced by others
and keep a sharp lookout and announce your actions, your self. If you are in a
high-wing airplane, the wings often obscure your look out and you should not
refrain from turning the aircraft around to be able to observe - in particular the
final approach area.
Once you have determined to take-off, its just a matter of stress management.
You will be very busy, from you enter the runway, until you have left the vicinity
of the aerodrome, which mean that all you will need, must be ready at your disposal. You should not block the runway, for any excessive amount of time, to
look for your pencil, and things of that nature.

Do warm up at the stopline, if no run-up area is available (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

Determine when you will have time again and think through, what will happen
between then and now and if you are prepared for the segment. Do this before
you start to occupy the runway.
When you line up, do not follow the yellow line on the runway. Instead, use the
entire runway. You may want it, if you have to stop or re-land.
If you have a really long runway, you can of course choose not to use it all, but
do it deliberately, do not get into the habit of lining up carelessly.
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Basic Flight Manoeuvres

Pitch and Power
There are a lot of ways, you can fly an airplane and there are a lot of instruments and installations, that may be there to aid you in flying the airplane.
If you examine airworthiness standards, you will be surprised to learn, how few
instruments are actually required to be in the aircraft.
The standards dictates, that you are only required to have (for visual flying during the day):

• An airspeed indicator, to help you not exceed limit speeds
• A magnetic compass, to enable you to navigate in and around controlled airspace

• An altimeter, to enable you to navigate in and around controlled airspace and
adhere to minimum flight altitudes.

But the fundamentals of flying, you do not learn by using the instruments.
Instrument flying is a different skill set, that you cannot learn if you do not have
the fundamentals in place.
The fundamental principle, by which the aircraft is controlled, is called Pitch and
Power.
It simply requires the airplane, to be controlled by selecting a nose attitudes in
relation to the horizon, that the pilot - from experience - knows will yield a desired result.
The major advantage is, that it enables the pilot to have his or her focus outside
the airplane almost all the time - navigating and avoiding other traffic with ease.
From Principles of Flight you remember that an airplane, which is dynamically
stable along the longitudinal axis, will return to a state of equilibrium.
The equilibrium is a speed. A speed that the airplane will oscillate about, if disturbed and a speed that the airplane will maintain, if it is not disturbed.
The equilibrium speed is a function of CG position and tail-down force. When
these two forces are in balance about the center of lift, the airplane is in equilibrium.
As you can imagine, as long as your fellow flyers remains seated in the aircraft,
the only remaining variable that affects the equilibrium is the tail down force. At
a given, low, tail-down force, the aircraft will pitch down, at a given, medium,
tail-down force, the aircraft will fly level and maintain altitude and at a given,
high, tail-down force, the airplane will pitch up.
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The magnitude of the taildown force is determined by the flow speed over the
elevator and the angle of attack on the elevator. But changing tail-down force,
looks different for the pilot in the cockpit.
If the pilot pulls back on the yoke, what the pilot sees is that the nose pitches up
- though what is actually happening is that the tail-down force is increased. Pilots therefor use this description:

• Pull back on the yoke = pitch up or raise the nose,
• Push forward on the yoke = pitch down or lower the nose.
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Speed and Altitude
Whenever you change pitch, you change the angle of attack on the wings. This
will change the total drag of the airplane and, if the thrust is not changed, the
aircraft will change equilibrium speed, when you change the pitch (of the airplane).
If thrust is unchanged:

• Pitch up leads to lower speed,
• Pitch down, leads to higher speed
For a given pitch, the wing will have a given angle of attack and therefor a given
amount of induced drag and lift. If you maintain pitch, you maintain drag and lift.
When you increase the thrust, the airplane should accelerate. But the increased
airflow over the wing is instantly converted to lift and therefore also to induced
drag, which prevents acceleration and instead ascends the airplane.
The opposite occurs if you reduce the thrust; the lift is decreased, the induced
drag is decreased, the speed remains the same, but the aircraft descends.
Pitch controls the speed - Power controls the altitude.
This means, that, if you select a given pitch and power, you know, that the aircraft will give you the associated speed and climb/descend - you dont need to
spend mental resource on establishing that.
Some people will argue, that this is not valid on large airplanes. Often pilots of
transport airplanes argue, that they use the thrust/throttle for speed.
It can quickly become a debate about, weather the chicken and the egg comes
first, but what those pilots probably mean, is that a large aircraft holds a lot of
inertia, which means, that if you are low on speed, the speed will not changer
further very quickly, if you change the pitch (as it would on a small airplane) and
you can add power to maintain the energy balance.
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Selecting a New Equilibrium
If you wish to change the equilibrium speed, you do it by changing the pitch and
power simultaneously.
If you wish to accelerate, you add power and push the nose down. Power is added immediately but the pitch is only lowered as the speed increase.
Vice versa, if you wish to decelerate, power is removed right away, but you pull
the nose up gradually as the speed decreases.
Once the airplane is established at the new equilibrium, the trim is used to remove forces from the yoke.
Do not attempt to trim the movement into a new position, it will take much
longer and will remove your focus. Fly the aircraft with the primary flight controls
and use the trim only to remove excessive force.
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Targets
When flying airplanes, you will have some configurations that you use time and
time again. When you land, you fly 1,3 time stall speed; When you climb, you
climb you use the speed for best climb rate; when you cruise, you typically use
the speed that results form 65% power; and so on.
To obtain each of theses configurations, you should know the associated pitch
and the associated power. These re-occurring pitch and power settings are referred to as targets.
The targets are not designed to be accurate, since you would then have a lot
more of them, to account for all weight and density scenarios. Instead they will
bring you very close to your desired state.
When you have brought the airplane close to the desired configuration, parameters will drift, however they will do so only slowly, allowing you to divide your
attention and fine tune the target with reference to internal instruments.
The following situations are standard in flight training and you should know the
associated: power setting, pitch attitude, and the resulting airspeed.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cruise flight at 65% power at the commonly used altitude.
Slow flight at 1,3 times Vs, no flaps.
Slow flight at 1,3 time VS, full flaps.
Descending turns at 1,3 times Vs.
Level turns at slow flight with and with out flaps.
Level turns at cruise flight using 30 degrees of bank.
Level turns at cruise flight using 45 degrees of bank.
Climb at Vy.
Climb at Vx.
Climbing turns at Vy.
Descend with power.
Descend without power.

As you will see later in this chapter, visual flying refers to the actual horizon and
various references of the aircraft in view for the pilot. Instruments flying instead
refers to degrees of pitch attitude shown on the artificial horizon.
This pitch and power doctrine becomes even more essential, if you later intent
to learn to fly using the instruments and operate under instrument flight rules.
The real horizon is much larger than the artificial, which is why visual flying is
much more relaxed, since you are able to identify changes in aircraft position
much more easily.
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Power Targets
You should not use power target values for your flight planning, since they are
only approximations, not accurate.
However you will experience that flying aircrafts means that in critical phases of
the flight you will be dealing with 4-5 issues at the same and you will need to
have some intermediate approximate settings which you know will give a certain
result.
Once the dust have settled, you will go over every thing and fine tune to
planned values.

Pitch Targets
Pitch targets are measured with reference to the horizon. There are several reference points on the airplane, that are used - depending on phase of flight.
You may use any reference you like, but typically points on the cowling, the liquid compass, the glare shield round-over edge and the upper row flight instrument dials are used.
For the pitch references to have any meaning, it is important that you position
yourself at the same height and distance form the dashboard on each flight.
Normally, you should be as high up in the seat that you are able to see the rivets on the nose cowling and as close to the dash board, so you can reach any
control.
If your body size is non-standard, you may have to adjust the suggested targets.
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Pitch Trim
When flying using the pitch and power concept, it's important, that you use the
trim function correctly.
Trim is put in place in the airplane, to relieve the pilot from maintaining a control
input, but letting the trim tab apply the input to the control surface.
When selecting a pitch attitude to fly by, you should do so by moving the
primary elevator control (the yoke or the stick), until you have obtained the desired pitch attitude. You should then use the trim, so the airplane maintains the
new pitch attitude by it self.
You can use the the trim as a primary flight control, but it is not very efficient,
because it takes a long time before, you will see the effect of the trim input,
since the airplane have to settle in a new equilibrium speed. If you instead use
the trim, after having used the elevator it is very quick to used the trim, to remove the force felt in the elevator control.
You can train this by flying straight and level at a given speed, eg. cruise and
maintain the attitude while moving the trim wheel to the extreme positions.
This will give you a good sense of the magnitude of forces, used on the yoke
and you will immediately see, when you are not focussing on the pitch attitude.
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Changing To a New Target
If you wish to reduce your airspeed, there are certain aspects of the change
worth considering. If the change occur fast, you will have to allocate all of your
attention to maintaining the flight path.
On the other hand, if the change occurs slowly, the exercise will not demand all
of your attention, but it will prevent you from initiating other tasks.
So you wish a change to occur not too fast and not too slowly either.
When decelerating:

• For speed changes less than 10-15 knots, use power changes of less than

500 RPM, to let the change occur at an appropriate pace - perhaps 100 RPM
per 5 knots desired change.

• For speed changes greater than 10-15 knots, use power changes of more

than 500 RPM, to to let the change occur at an appropriate pace. Add some
power, when you approach the desired speed.

You should reduce power below the target power setting when deceleration,
since the airspeed will decrease at an ever slower rate the closer it comes to
the target speed, prolonging the change. Normally decrease to 500 RPM below
your target power setting, and then increase to target when there are “5 knots to
go”. This will provide a prompt transition form high to low speed.
The Effect of Drag
Reducing power by eg. 100 RPM will result in a much larger change than
adding 100 RPM.
This is because drag is working to enhance the change when decelerating and
impedes the change when accelerating. Drag is working against the acceleration and the engine is not able to supply as much excess power as the drag
available during deceleration.
Because of this, you should use full power when you wish to accelerate to a
higher speed.
Power Change and Rudder
Remember that the P-factor changes, so:

• Throttle forward - right leg forward (apply right rudder)
• Throttle back - right leg back (release right rudder)
Windmilling Effect
Acceleration and deceleration affects selected RPM. If you are flying at 100
knots at 2400 RPM and select 1800 RPM to decelerate, you should keep in
mind, that the 1800 RPM at 100 knots are maintained by some portion of the
engine power, but also by the inertia of the decelerating aircraft.
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This means, that once you have reached the speed normally maintained by
1800 RPM, the RPM will have dropped even lower, since the windmilling effect
no longer contributes as much.
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Using Carburettor Heat
Most older aircraft are equipped with a so called “normally aspirated engine”,
which means they are using a carburettor.
As you have learned in aircraft general knowledge, a carburettor is using the
Venturi effect to draw in fuel and air to the cylinders and because the air contains moisture, the temperature drop in the Venturi may cause the moisture to
form ice, that deposits in the air duct, preventing air and fuel to reach the cylinders.
As the throttle valve is closed the Venturi effect is enhanced and the pressure
and temperature drop is increased.
This phenomenon is referred to as induction ice and may occur at outside temperature as high above the freezing, as the Venturi is able to lower the temperature - some times 20-30 degrees (C).
To prevent the formation of ice in the induction system, simply apply the carburettor heat, prior to reducing power.
This will feed air to the carburettor, from a different source, that is routed around
the exhaust manifold and is thereby heated. The air will be heated to such a
temperature that the cooling in the Venturi will not reach freezing level.
When you reduce RPM below 2000 RPM in flight, you should apply the carburettor heat before or simultaneously with the reduction.
When you demand full power from the engine you should make a habit of selecting the carburettor heat off:

• Power OFF - Carb heat ON
• Power ON - Carb heat OFF
One drawback to remember, is that the warm air holds less air molecules and
will therefore yield less engine power, which is why you do not apply carburettor
heat constantly.

Carburettor heat - right of mixture - PA28
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Cruise Targets
For a normal 4 seat fixed pitch propeller aeroplane, the engine is typically rated
at 100-150 hp. For these engines, the cruise power that yields 65% is around
2400 RPM.
The smaller engine will cruise at 90 knots and the larger ones at 110. Let’s say
that 100 knots is the value to expect.
Cruise Pitch is established by lowering the nose so the cowling is 2 liquid compasses below the horisont.
Some aircrafts have the compass mounted in the ceiling and in those cases the
target is, that the cowling should be 1 fist below the horisont (adjust for actual
fist size).

Pitch target for cruise flight (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

No compass? - Use your hand.
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Air Exercises

Slow Flight, Without Flaps
Slow flight is not a formally defined term. Any speed slower than a selected
cruise speed, can qualify as being “slow”. Airplane designers did not imagine
that you fly down to the runway at cruising speed, though, so there will be an
element of re-configuration from cruise speed to a slower speed, that will make
the airplane stop, using less runway.
The slowest you can go, would be the stall speed (or just above), but that is
considered unsafe - at low altitude. There is no formally declared safe speed,
but often 1,3 times the stall speed is mentioned as suitable and it is the one
used in certification of approach and landing.
Here you can see a survey over some popular airplanes and their stall speeds
with and without flaps extended and the resulting minimum safe speed (Vs x
1,3). Also shown, is their speed for best glide and their approach speed with
and with out flaps extended. Notice that the speed for best glide is very close to
the minimum safe speed with out flaps and also the approach speed in that configuration:
C172 (1157 kg)

Vs: 48/40

x1,3: 62/52

Vg: 68

Vref: 70/65

PA28 (1100 kg)

Vs: 56/44

x1,3: 73/57

Vg: 73

Vref: - - /63

CR22 (1634 kg)

Vs: 73/60

x1,3: 95/78

Vg 92

Vref: 90/80

D40 (1150 kg)

Vs: 52/49

x1,3: 68/64

Vg: 73

Vref: - - /71

(all speeds KIAS)
Since what you are training is essentially the transition to approach, the approach speed with out flaps (typically 70 knots), is usually nominated as the
speed for slow flight.
Target power for slow flight with out flaps is 1900 RPM.
To change from a cruise flight situation, to a situation of slow flight with out
flaps, you reduce power from cruise at 2400 RPM to initially 2000 RPM. Once
deceleration have begun, reduce power further to 1500 RPM, to make the deceleration noticeable.
Remember to apply carburettor heat, prior to reducing power.
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The pitch for slow flight without flaps is such, that the cowling touches the horisont.

Pitch target for slow flight with out flaps (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

Deceleration from cruise is controlled by pulling back on the yoke, slowly raising
the nose from “1 fist” below the horisont until it touches the horisont.
When you reduce the power, the nose will lower according to aerodynamic stability. Firstly you should counter this by applying back pressure to the yoke. As
the deceleration begins, you should increase the back pressure to raise the
nose.
The sensation should be that you increase back pressure on the yoke, rather
than that you are “lifting the nose”. The nose attitude is a measure of how you
are progressing.
If you do not increase the pitch, at a pace that matches the decrease in airspeed, the airplane will not maintain altitude. To complete the manoeuvre successfully you should maintain altitude within 50 feet.
With a little practise this can be accomplished without the use of instruments
(though not the objective of the exercise). This will enable you to focus on other
things, primarily looking for traffic when you do the manoeuvre in the landing
pattern.
The entire process should look and feel like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Verify that you begin from a stable - in trim - flight situation.
Carburettor heat on (if applicable)
Reduce power to 2000 RPM (approximately)
Apply back pressure to the yoke
Monitor nose attitude (prevent any lowering)
Reduce power to 1500 RPM (approximately)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase back pressure on the yoke
Monitor nose attitude (make certain that the attitude is increasing)
Monitor Airspeed
Monitor Altitude and VSI (verify parameter and adjust accordingly)
Monitor nose attitude (make certain that the attitude is increasing)
Monitor Airspeed
Monitor Altitude and VSI (verify parameter and adjust accordingly)
Add power, as airspeed approaches target.
Trim to hands off flying in the new configuration.
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Slow Flight, With Flaps
To configure for slow flight with flaps, you should first establish a slow flight
without flaps configuration.
From here on you can deploy flaps.
When the flaps come out they will increase the wings camber and, therefore,
also the lift.
The increase in lift production will, in turn increase the induced drag and the increase in camber will also increase the form drag a little.
The point of the exercise is to maintain altitude and speed and you must therefore decrease the pitch, to avoid the increased lift to translate into a climb.
Some airplanes deploy flaps electrically and without any intermediate position, other than you stopping the deployment
motor. Other airplanes have intermediate positions selected
by mechanical stops.
The first flaps position is typically 10-15 degrees. For the
electrically “notch-less” deployable type, this equates to approximately 3 seconds of flaps motor activation (for each 10
degrees).

Flaps indicator C172M

Pitch target for slow flight with flaps in the full position - almost the same as for cruise (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

Depending on how much flap you deploy, different corrections should be applied.
To transit from no flap deployed, to the first notch deployed, no change in power
is required - provided you lower the nose in synch with the deployment of flaps.
As the flaps deploy to the first flap setting lower the nose to an attitude similar to
that of cruise.
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As the flaps deploy to the second and full position, there will be some increase
in drag, but the average camber of the entire wing is not be affected very much
more and therefor you will not have to lower the nose much more - if at all.
But due to the increase in drag, extending the flaps to the second position
would require an increase in power - in the order of 100 RPM. Increasing flaps
further to the full position requires yet another 100 RPM.
When flying with flaps fully extended, you will notice that almost no excess
power is available and you should not be shy to apply full power if you deem it
necessary to maintain speed.
The power and speed targets I have described above were valid on a C172 -M,
-N and -S variant. That airplane have a 145 hp engine and a MTOM of 1100 kg.

Full flaps deployed, about twice the size of a PA28 (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

If your aircraft have a similar mass and drag characteristics, the targets will
work for a similar engine size, but you should note, that maybe you will have to
adjust the targets according to your particular aircraft type.
Typically training airplanes such as the Piper 28 or the Dimond 40 have smaller
flaps and the effects associated with flap deployment will be less pronounced,
particularly the reduction in stall speed should be observed to be correct.
The entire process should look and feel like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a slow flight situation with no flaps.
Verify that you begin from a stable - in trim - flight situation.
Deploy 10 degrees of flaps (or first selectable amount)
Apply forward pressure to the yoke.
Monitor nose attitude (make certain that the attitude is decreasing)
Monitor Airspeed (verify parameters and adjust accordingly)
Monitor Altitude and VSI (verify parameter and adjust accordingly)
Deploy more flaps.
Add 100 RPM immediately after you have selected more flaps.
Monitor nose attitude (make certain that the attitude is decreasing)
Monitor Airspeed (verify parameters and adjust accordingly)
Monitor Altitude and VSI (verify parameter and adjust accordingly)
Trim to hands off flying in the new configuration.
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Recovering From Slow Flight
If you wish to accelerate and reconfigure for cruise flight, while maintaining constant altitude, you are faced with the attitude change, resulting from the airspeed increase, but most dominantly, you will feel the down pitching moment,
from the change of wing characteristic as you retract the flaps.
As the airplane accelerate, simply lower the nose at a pace, commensurate with
the airspeed increase, just as when you were decelerating. Notice that the airplane will hardly accelerate at all, if you have the flaps in the full position. This is
because the force of the total drag is almost as great as the power available
from the engine.
Only if you retract the flaps will the airplane be able to accelerate to cruise
speed.
The re-configuration and acceleration can appear a little violent, since the airplane comes out of equilibrium much faster, than during the deceleration.
On airplanes with mechanical flaps, it may be advantageous to retract the flaps,
slowly and incrementally, to have things occur at more relaxed pace.
On airplanes with electrically driven flaps, the motor retracts the flaps slowly
(typically ca 10 seconds for the full travel) and you can retract them all in one
go.
Remember to remove the carburettor heat, as you apply power, to obtain the full
power reserve from the engine.
The entire process should look and feel like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remove carburettor heat off (if applicable)
Add full power
Select flaps to retract (electrical) or retract them slowly (mechanical).
Apply back pressure to the yoke, to account for loss of lift (flaps retracting)
Relax back pressure to the yoke as speed builds up.
Monitor Altitude and VSI (verify parameter and adjust accordingly)
Monitor nose attitude (make certain that the attitude is decreasing)
Monitor Airspeed (verify parameters and adjust accordingly)
Set cruise RPM, when the airspeed is with in 5 knots of cruise speed.
Trim to hands off flying in the new configuration.
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Descending With Power
In genereal, the airplane will descend, at the trimmed equilibrium speed, at 100
FPM per 100 RPM you reduce the power.
When descending at cruising speed you should not exceed 500 feet per minut
rate of descend, primarily because humans cannot equalise the pressure of the
inner ear faster than that.
It is also desirable, not to expose the engine to rapid changes in temperature,
which causes more wear. You should, therefore, make cruise descends of maximum 500 FPM, unless eg. airspace proximity dictates.
If you wish to perform a cruise descend, you would normally reduce power by
500 RPM and maintain cruise speed. When you are 50-100 feet from your target altitude, you simply add power again. No trim required during the entire
manoeuvre.
To maintain 70 knots, on a 3 degree descend path, which is the normal approach path, you will have to descend at: 70/5 (Ground speed / 5) = 350 FPM in
still air conditions. This means that you should reduce the power by 3-400 RPM.
Due to inertia, the airplane tends to oscillate around the equilibrium and let the
dynamic stability have effect, before it is steady in the new situation.
You do not wish for this, as it will take up your attention for far too long. Instead
you will help the aircraft establish the new equilibrium position by lowering the
nose as you reduce power.
The target pitch attitude is to lower “1 fist” from the previous condition.

Pitch target for descend with approach speed and landing flaps - the same as cruise descend (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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The entire process should look and feel like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reduce speed as you would in a slow flight situation (if relevant)
Reduce RPM according to desired rate
Push yoke slightly forward, to maintain speed and initiate descend.
Monitor nose attitude - lower approximately “1 fist”
Monitor Airspeed (verify parameters and adjust accordingly)
Set relevant RPM 50-100 feet before your target altitude.
Assist stability by pulling back on yoke, raising nose “1 fist”.
Trim to hands off flying in the new configuration (though theoretically not
needed).
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Gliding Descend
If your engine malfunctions and ceases to provide thrust, you should be familiar
with how to establish the pitch attitude, that provides the best glide speed (best
L/D).
If you cruise with the pitch attitude 1 fist below the horisont and all power is removed, you should initially just configure for slow flight with out flaps, which is
raising the nose, approximately letting the cowling touch the horizon.
The emergency landing glide is a matter of having the maximum amount of time
to select a landing spot and notify others - maintaining altitude is no longer of
concern.
So when loosing power in a cruise situation you can either just pull the nose up
to the horizon and let the aircraft climb, or you can maintain altitude and let the
speed bleed off.
If you are flying at low altitude below 1000 feet above the ground, I suggest to
use the first method. If you are above 1000 feet above the ground I suggest to
just maintain altitude, unless you have limited or no option to land - over forrest,
populated areas and such.
Once you have reached the speed for best glide you should lower the nose
again by 1,5 fist - a little lower than cruise pitch attitude, to maintain best glide
speed in the descend.
A useful method is to give 3 turns on the trim wheel (manual trim), this will approximately change trim, from the equilibrium speed at cruise, to the equilibrium
speed for best glide speed.
Note that the trim wheel is only protruding from the
dashboard about 1/4 of its circumference and the 3
turns is meant as to grab the wheel and turn it as
much as you can without letting go, 3 times - not 3
times complete 360 rotations.
In reality you are only rotating 3 times 1/4 of a full trim
wheel turn.
Some pilots claim that moving the trim wheel one “ball”
on the trim wheel, is “worth” 1 knot of equilibrium
speed. It appears the the wheel have 8 balls visible at
a time, so 3 turns times 8 balls should change the trim
speed by 24 knots, which is pretty close the performance of most airplanes.
Trim wheel, placed on the center
pedestal of the C-172.
(www.sas1946.com)

I will get more into details on this topic under emergencies and power-off landings.
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Stalls
The deliberate manoeuvring of the airplane, into a stalled condition, is perhaps
a flight situation that is a little misunderstood.
Most pilots are a bit in awe of the manoeuvre, because it is often presented as a
dangerous or critical situation - which it isn’t. The drama therefore tends to
overwhelm the actual complexity of the exercise.
The stall, as a manoeuvre to be practiced, is simply to fly the aircraft, at a speed
below Vs and then recover to a speed above Vs.
There are two types of stall:

• Power on stall,
• Power of stall.
There are four scenarios:

•
•
•
•

Level flight,
Climbing,
Descend,
Turning.

There are two configurations:

• Clean configuration (no flaps or gear),
• Flaps configuration.
You will mostly be training power-off stall, during level flight, with and without
flaps - though you may also touch on the other types, particular the turning stall.
The stall as an exercise should be divided into three parts, which are each described separately in the coming sections :

• Configuring for the stall,
• Entering the stall,
• Recovering from the stall.
As I will explain in the end of the chapter, there are stalls you perform during
training and there are stalls that occur when you dont expect it. They are
handled a little differently.
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Configuring For the Stall
Before entering the stall, I recommend, that you establish a slow flight situation
and choose the relevant flap (and gear) configuration.
This will remove some of the stress you may feel associated with the stall exercise.
In my experience most schools will accept, that you configure while decelerating
towards Vs directly and some may even require it, but it will increase workload
considerably, for a time saving of only a few seconds.
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Stall Characteristics
For every type of stall you will experience, and should recognise, the following
symptoms of an impending stall:

• The wind noise is reducing, since you are flying at a slower speed;
• The controls becomes less effective and feels sluggish, since less air is
passing over the surfaces;

• Because the controls are less effective, you have to use increasingly larger
inputs, to maintain control;

• The stall warning (and or buffetting) will sound 5 knots before the stall (at
MTOM), which means that it may come on very late, if the airplane is lightly
loaded, since it is dependant on angle of attack - not indicated air speed.

You should begin recovery as soon as the stall have occurred. The stall occurs
(per definition), when you no longer have full control, normally when:

• The nose drops as a function of designed static stability, or;
• When you are unable to maintain altitude or wings level.
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Power-Off Stall
The power-off stall exercise, is the “default” stall, since it is type that the certification documentation refers to. “Power Off”, means that the engine is operating
at idle when the stall occurs.
It is also the type of stall commonly trained and assessed.
Generally speaking, the power-off stall is simply a slow flight exercise, to a
speed lower than normal.
Entering the stall feels just as the slow flight manoeuvre, with the primary exception, that the controls become significantly less effective at low air speed.
The entry process should look and feel like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a slow flight situation (with a relevant flaps configuration)
Select carburettor heat on (if relevant)
Reduce the power to idle.
Apply back pressure on the yoke.
Monitor nose attitude - do not lower.
Monitor altimeter (or VSI) - maintain altitude.
Increase back pressure on the yoke, raise the nose as speed bleeds off.
Use trim, if needed, but not below 1,1 times Vs (or Vso as relevant).
Maintain direction by use of the rudder - not ailerons - when below 1,1 x Vs.
Maintain wings level by use of the rudder - when below 1,1 x Vs.
Continue until stall indications occur.

This part of the manoeuvre takes about 10-20 seconds.
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Power-On Stall
The power-on stall its self, is experienced and executed in the same manner as
a power-of stall, but is characterised by the effect of the prop-wash, mainly:

• it will provide elevator authority longer than the situation with no power on.
• Because the thrust will be angled down, it will contribute (a little) to lift and
the stall will occur, at a speed slightly lower than certified (power off).

• The P-factor will contribute negatively, in that, it will tend to force a stall on the
right wing, before the left, thus inducing the conditions for a spin to develop
(not necessarily a spin).

• Depending on the power setting applied, the deceleration may occur at a dif-

ferent rate than a power-of stall. If deceleration is quicker, it may be experienced as a sharper separation, but normally the deceleration will be slower
and the stall point may be difficult to identify.

If you wish to stall the airplane with power applied, you need to create some
drag, or the airplane will not decelerate below Vs. Normally this is done by extending the flaps.
In principle, it can also be done by establishing a climb, but i believe most training and assessment scenarios prefer to do it in level flight and therefore with
flaps as a drag device.
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Stall and Flaps
The stall without flaps is characterised by a slower deceleration, compared to
having flaps deployed, since little drag is deployed.
This means that you will experience a longer segment where you will be tasked
with maintaining altitude and heading, while the aircraft becomes less responsive.
The actual stalling event may also be harder to determine, since the airplane
will tend to “linger” at the stall point.
In some way it can be compare to the power-on/power-off characteristics, since
the use of flaps, will make the deceleration occur faster, just as power-off.
You should note that when entering a stall with out flaps, the attitude will become very much higher than any other manoeuvre - including the flare - that
you perform and it may be difficult to orient you self in the forward direction.

Stall During Climb and Descend
Stall during climb is characterised by a fast deceleration, since the aircraft has
increased induced drag.
Conversely stall during descend is characterised by a slow deceleration, since
the aircraft has reduced induced drag.
Stall in these condition is hardly trained, since it is difficult to maintain stable
parameters throughout the exercise.
You may encounter it for training purposes, but I would not experience it at a
standard assessment (PFC/SKT).

Stall During Turn
Stall (recovery) during a turn is normally not trained as much, as the other stall
types, since it may be considered a little more complex from the other types.
For this reason alone, it may be considered more difficult than other stall types,
though in reality, it is not.
The major concern and reason to train stall in turns, is the asymmetric stalling of
each wing, resulting in an increase in bank, as the stall occur - and the preconditions for a spin.
In a stall, with the wings level during entry, your main focus will be on maintaining 0 bank angle and maintaining altitude.
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In a turning stall you will instead focus on, maintaining a specific bank angle and
because you are banking, you may have to allocate some additional focus to
maintain coordinated flight.
One variant of the turning stall exercise is, to maintain a rate 1 turn to the stall
occurs. This is will require that you constantly increase your bank angle as the
airspeed decreases (IAS+6=bank angle).
Though the manoeuvre in essence is simply a turn, you may experience the
workload as increased, since you are tasked a little more with keeping the flight
coordinated as speed decreases and more rudder input is required.
As you approach the stalling point, you may experience, that the use of aileron
will increase the effective angle of attack on the wing, that is inside the turn.
This will exceed the critical angle of attack, causing that wing to stall before the
wing on the outside of the turn.
This will induce a roll, as the stalled wing looses lift, and you should prepare
your self to maintain control by using the rudder - not the ailerons.
You may also experience that the the opposite occurs if you perform the exercise with power on!
When the P-factor is working with the direction of bank, you may be forced to
apply aileron opposite the turn direction to maintain a given bank angle.
This may cause the wing outside the turn to stall, before the inside, and induce
a roll opposite the direction of turn, which may be even more surprising than
“loosing the inside wing”.
The certification specification for CS23 aircraft design, requires that the stall in a
turn, during level flight, with 30 degrees of bank:

• Will not turn into a spin, or;
• Exceed 60 degrees of bank in the turn direction;
• Or exceed 30 degrees of bank, in the opposite direction of the turn.
So the manoeuvre is perfectly controllable and should be experienced just as
the other stall types (if you have loaded the airplane inside the envelope).
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Recovery From Stall
You should practice only one recovery procedure, that is applicable to any stall
condition, so you will have only one reaction to any stall.

Recovery From Stall, Application of Power
Though it is technically possible to stall at full power, most times when you encounter a stall, it will be because you have a power setting, lower than that required to sustain flight.
Your first action in a stall recovery should therefore be to apply power.
When you are training in single engine piston airplanes with normally aspirated
engine, this will be full power, but you may benefit from preparing for flying airplanes with limitations to the application of full power and therefore consider
power application to be “sufficient power”.
Also consider, that if you end up in a nose down situation, when you start the
recovery, full power may not be appropriate - even for a normally aspirated engine, since it may overspeed in this condition.
When you add power several things may occur depending on where the powerplant is located relative to the center of gravity.
If the engine positioned lower than the centre of gravity, the power application
may cause a pitch up moment and vice versa.
If the engine is positioned asymmetrical to the longitudinal axis, such as multiengine flying with one engine inoperative, the power application may cause a
yawing moment.
On a 2 or 4 seat piston trainer though, you will probably not experience any of
this, but you will experience the P-factor as you do during a take-off and you
should be ready to compensate with the right rudder.

Recovery From Stall, Pitch Attitude During Recovery
As you recall, the stall is a condition, where the airplane is flying with an angle
of attack that is higher than the critical angle of attack.
To break the stall, you must simply reduce the angle of attack to one below the
critical one.
You would think that this is done by applying forward pressure on the yoke
(down elevator) to lower the nose attitude of the airplane, but depending on how
the stall progresses, the static stability of the design may already have come
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into effect and the nose may be below the horizon once you react. You should
not push it further down, but instead raise it!
If you apply full power and the nose remains above the horizon, you will probably not break the stall.
On the other hand if the nose have dropped below the horizon and you apply
full power, there is little angle of attack on the wings and though you will break
the stall and accelerate to above Vs, you will not have an efficient recovery.
You should be prepared for one of these two situations and recover by either
raising or lowering the nose to the horizon.
The attitude to aim for, is the same as for slow flight with out flaps. Though the
speed at the time of stall is lower than slow flight, the airplane will accelerate
into the green band, quickly, as soon as you relieve the angle of attack, because the induced drag will decrease significantly.
As airspeed builds you should re-rotate to a climbing attitude as soon as you
have achieved safe speed.
Imagine that the stall occurred at low altitude. Your aim is to minimise altitude
loss, to avoid impact with the ground, so it is not important that you accelerate
to a specific climb speed, but instead that you prevent further descend.
If you aim for a target attitude of Vx, you will have a useable result.
Later on, once you have the recovery under control you can select whatever
climb speed you find appropriate.

Recovery From Stall, Roll and Yaw In Recovery
As you enter the stall you should pay attention to not provoking a spin.
This is simply done, by not using the ailerons below Vs, during entry and during
recovery. Instead maintain wings level and direction using only the rudders.
If you are performing a stall during turn, with bank angle applied, this is of
course not possible. Then you should instead maintain coordinated flight.
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Recovery From Stall, Effects of Flap Retraction
Once you have broken the stall, by reducing angle of attack, it is important that
you accelerate the airplane to a speed above the stall speed.
If you have flaps extended during the stall, you should retract flaps to have acceleration occur at a fast enough pace that minimises altitude loss.
Though raising the flaps will increase the critical angle of attack, it will also raise
the stall speed, so i advice you to only retract the flaps as soon as you have the
nose in a descending attitude were no (or little) load is on the wings.
If the airplane have electrically operated flaps, you can retract all the flaps in
one go. If the airplane have mechanically operated flaps, you should reduce the
flaps to an intermediate setting until you have air speed above Vs and then retract the rest of the flaps, or retract then fully at a slow pace.
When you retract flaps, you should expect a pitching moment to develop as the
centre of pressure moves aft on the wing and you should counter this by pulling
back on the stick to maintain attitude.
The entire recovery procedure looks and feels like this:
Items on same line should be executed simultaneous, with priority to the first
listed item. Dashes indicate that you wait until the next condition is established.
1. Sufficient power - flaps retract to first position (or up)
2. Nose to horizon - Wings level using rudder
--3. IAS in the green band - Rotate to climbing attitude
4. Positive rate of climb - Retract flaps (and gear)
--5. Level of at the starting altitude
6. Return to initial heading and accelerate to initial airspeed according to normal procedure.
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Recovery From Stall, Precautions When Exercising Stalls:
Use of Trim
Dont trim below Vs x 1,1, this will ensure that the equilibrium speed for dynamic
stability is above stall, should anything unforeseen happen.
Use of Rudder
When flying below Vs x 1,1, you should use the rudder to maintain direction
rather than the ailerons. By doing so you are less likely to induce a condition for
a spin to develop.
Use of force
Observe that, as you rotate to establish a climb, you are accelerating the aircraft
along the yaw-axis (pulling G).
If you rotate the aircraft to early or to violently, you may exceed the amount of G
the wings are able to sustain and re-stall the aircraft in an accelerated stall.
Minimum altitude
Some claim that the intentional stall is an aerobatic manoeuvre. According to
the standardised european rules of the air, the stall is not aerobatic if it is performed during flight instruction, though it is, if performed by a licensed pilot flying a non-flight instruction flight.
I recommend that you practice stalls so that a planned recovery is made at least
1000 feet above minimum flight altitude. If your aircraft needs 400 feet to recover, you should start the exercise at 2400 feet above the ground.
This margin will probably adhere to most national rules regarding minimum altitude for aerobatic flying.
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Pre-stall Check
Before you commence the stall exercise, you should take a moment to see that
your planned actions will not be in violation of any rules or local protocol.
It's better to plan the exercise at this time, rather than during the manoeuvre,
where your focus should be on other things.
Some pilots use the acronym ACSEL, for Altitude, Configured, Secured, Engine
and Location.
It is meant, to remind you to verify, that your altitude is sufficient to recover; that
you are in the intended configuration; that your cabin is secured from loose
items flying around; that your engine is acting normal and that you are not flying
over terrain, where the stall exercise is inappropriate with regards to ditching
options.
And since some people may be alarmed, by seeing an airplane performing violent manoeuvres, you should avoid disturbing the peace, over populated areas.

Recovery From Stall, Tips Regarding Stall Exercises
When entering a stall with a slow deceleration, there is a chance that the transition from flight to stall, is prolonged making it difficult to define weather or not
the stall have occurred.
Bleeding altitude
This is particularly pronounced if you bleed altitude at 25-50 fpm, during deceleration, which may be something you do not notice, unless you are aware of the
tendency. To remedy this situation, you can instead enter deceleration with a
slight climb (25-50 fpm).
Loosing authority
When the aircraft is just about to stall, it is the least responsive and you may
end up in a situation were you are not really stalled, according to definitions, but
the aircraft is still unresponsive about some of the axis.
To avoid this situation, you can pull back on the stick when you sense the stall is
about to occur and force the airplane to exceed the critical angle of attack and
have a pronounced stall behaviour.
Be weary though, this holds the risk of initiating a substantial climb if if you misjudge the situation.
If you maintain a slight climb up to the stalling point, as explained above, you
will not have the any difficulty in attaining an easily identifiable stall.
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Recovery From Stall, Additional Considerations
The stall, as an exercise serves (at least) two purposes.

• It is meant to condition you, to react in a way that may save your life, if you

encounter a stall condition at low altitude. By exposing you to this situation,
the goal is to reduce the effect of surprise and startle and reduce the time you
need to recognise and react.

• The stall, as an exercise is also used as a measure of your ability to control
the aircraft at the boundary of the manoeuvre envelope.

But these two motivations are a reminiscence of an old training paradigm.
If you ever enter a condition where you inadvertently enter a stall, your major
task will be to regain control of the airplane as fast as you can.
Your major challenge though, will not be to regain control af the aircraft, but to
have your mind catch up with the development of events.
EASA defines the term “startle” as: “the first response to a sudden, intense
stimulus”; and the term “surprise” as: “the results from a disparity between a
person’s expectations and what is actually perceived”.
If you enter a situation of a malicious stall (one occurring close to the ground),
you will be exposed to both of these phenomena. The aircraft is clearly not acting the way you expect (unless you stalled it by intention) and the - relative to
normal flight - violent, movement will most likely be perceived as intense and
sudden.
No matter how well trained you are, you will have to deal with this psychological diversion before you can start your recovery.
Once you have made your mental recovery, you will most likely discover that
valuable time have past and you are prone to do something drastic, such as
jerking the stick back as a remedy for the nosedrop following the loss of lift, or
applying aileron opposite the turn direction, if you experience a wing drop.
Both are actions that may worsen the condition you are in.
Your best cause of action will be to address your mental state, rather than the
flight path and then prioritise a very correct recovery, rather than an expedient
one.
But this is however not entirely how the manoeuvre is trained or demonstrated.
Instead the focus is on how much control you loose though out the manoeuvre.
Normally you are expected to maintain altitude and heading inside normal tolerances and typically recover with a minimum height loss of 150 feet, unless the
AFM states a higher value to be expected.
There will be no assessment of, and no element of startle and surprise in the
exercise - unless you bring it yourself.
Though I am pointing fingers at this old training paradigm, it will, to some degree, make you comfortable with flying at the edge of the envelope and you will
learn to recognise the flight characteristics of critically low speed.
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But what saves your life, will not be the recovery exercise, but your ability to
avoid stalling the aircraft at all.
It may sound a little antiquated, but your ability to avoid stalling the aircraft is
achieved by sticking to the procedures you learn in your flying training.
Many pilots choose to deviate a little or a lot, as they gain experience and you
will too. At some point you will find elements of you training procedures that you
consider pointless or as obstacles to the results you are seeking.
And this may very well be justified. As you see eg. in the segment on stabilised
approach, aviation is filling up with new things, that are meant to add to the level
of safety, but in reality is adding to the level of confusion.
You may also find that some procedures contains a buffer, that is only justified
under the most adverse conditions and that you may consider to be alright to
shave off a little.
My advice to you is to go ahead: Shave of a little as you grow, but make sure
that you;

• have assessed the consequence and are happy with the lower margin, and
• never do it to make it look like you are a better pilot than you are.
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Recovery From Unusual Attitudes - Upset Recovery
Spiral dive
Recovery from unusual attitudes has been trained for many years. Traditionally,
it was meant to cover situations of loss of control - other than stalls. A typical
situation, that led to accidents, were pilots, flying into instrument meteorological
conditions, lost sense of up and down and failed to use flight instruments to recover.
One such situation, is the “spiral dive”, sometimes called the “graveyard spiral”.
In this situation the pilot is maintaining level flight, in a situation with no outside
horisont for reference, not necessarily due to IMC, but very likely to occur at
night, when flying over areas without ground lights.
The spiral dive begins with the aircraft starting to bank lightly - perhaps 10 degrees. As the aircraft is banked, the lift vector is tilted of the vertical and the aircraft begins a descend. Though, the aircraft have some roll-stability, it will not
return to neutral by it self.
As the aircraft is banked, the inside wing produces less lift and the bank may be
increased. As the bank increases, the lift vector tilts even more and the aircraft
descend increases.
What makes this manoeuvre devious, is that the G-force the pilot should experience from the turn is alleviated by the descend, resulting in a net G-force of
nearly 1 G.
What makes the manoeuvre lethal is that the dynamic stability is disturbed.
If the airplane is in a 45 degree bank, the part of the lift that balances the mass
of the airplane, is effectively reduces to 70% of the lift produced (sine to the
bankangle).
This means, that the speed, the aircraft is flying at, is now too slow, to maintain
aerodynamic balance and the airplane will pitch down. It also means, that the
speed, the aircraft is flying at, is lower than the equilibrium speed and the aircraft is going to accelerate.
Many pilots becomes a danger to them selves if they do not identify the situation and recover correctly. Since the G-forces build-up during the dive, rapid or
large inputs to the elevator may lead to structural loads being exceeded.
As is the case with unintentional stalls, often pilots are startled by the sudden
realisation of the undesired aircraft state and the use of violent and sudden control input, causes the aircraft to become overstressed. Therefore recognising
the aircraft state and using correct recovery technique is the key to surviving the
spiral dive, which under visual condition is not dramatic at all - level the wings
and climb back up, with ease.
Upset
In modern times it is recognised that there should be more focus on non-normal
aircraft states other than stalls - such as the spiral dive. Mainly driven by the
conclusions of the accident investigation of Air France 447.
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In general, you should be able to recover from any situation, where the aircraft
is in a state, that the pilot did not intentionally enter. Such a state is called “upset” and the recovery from unusual attitude is instead called “upset recovery”.
It’s important to recognise that upset recovery is different from stall recovery,
basically because the airplane in an upset state, is not stalled.
Many schools of thought therefore suggest that you to call out aloud: “UPSET”
or “STALL”, as part of the mitigation towards applying the wrong procedure.
Recovery
Upset states can be divided into two variants:

• Nose above the horisont, or
• Nose below the horisont.
Some pilots like to complicate matters, by including increasing or decreasing
airspeed, but if the nose is any abnormal amount above the horisont, the airspeed will be decreasing and likewise in a nose abnormally below the horisont
the airspeed will be increasing - at least with in a short while. So I suggest you
only consider only nose high or nose low.

• To recover from a nose high situation, your task is to prevent that the situation will develop into a stall.

• To recover from a nose low situation, your task is to prevent over stressing or
over speeding the aircraft.

Nose high is recovered by: Lowering the nose by using elevator and rudder
while adding power and finally rolling of any bank.
Nose low is recovered by: Rolling of any bank and reducing power and then
raising the nose.
The exercise may appear a little ridiculous when set up.
You are normally asked to close your eyes, while the instructor will try to enter
the airplane into an upset state. This is rather difficult to do with out you sensing
it and you will seldom be surprised, when the instructor hands the controls back
to you for recovery.
But since it is not possible to simulate loss of attention, this is how it is done.
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Turns
Inputs During Turns
As you remember from principles of flight, when banking, you tilt the lift vector
and therefor need additional lift to maintain altitude.
Because you increase the angle of attack, you will produce more drag and more
power will be required to maintain airspeed during the manoeuvre. The steeper
the bankangle, the more power.
If we assume that the lift required at level flight is 100, then the lift is decreased
by COS(bank angle):

• For 14 degrees of bank, lift is reduced by 3%. This is corrected by approximately 10 RPM.

• For 30 degrees of bank, lift is reduced to 14% This is corrected by approximately 50 RPM

• For 45 degrees of bank, lift is reduce by 30 %. This is corrected by approximately 100 RPM

When banking you also remember that the rudder will play a role in keeping the
turn efficient, by coordinating the turn to not slip or skid, providing the least
drag. You should therefore remember to add pressure on the rudder pedal, on
the side to which you are turning.

Here you see how much of the lift vector, is in the upward direction,
when the airplane is banking at 15-30-45 and 60 degrees.
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P-factor During Turns
Finally, you should consider the P-factor. When you add power, you also add
right rudder to counter the P-factor.
As long as you have power applied, you must keep some rudder input applied.
Some aircrafts have a trim wheel in the cockpit for rudder trim, some have an
externally adjustable trim tab. Most aircraft are trimmed to neutral rudder input
during cruise flight, since that is where the most time is spend.
In a turn to the right, the P-factor will counter the need for rudder input. It will not
eliminate the need for rudder entirely, but you will not need to apply as much
rudder as you do when turning to the left.
When initiating a turn, you should attempt to apply all the required corrections
preemptively, so they are all applied as you reach the target configuration.
If you forget one parameter, you will quickly enter a wild-goose-chase, since the
inputs affects each other. Particularly, when adding rudder input, the airplane
tends to increase the bank and you will often find, that when adding rudder you
need to reduce aileron input, even counter-act with the aileron.
The less adjusting, the more calm the manoeuvre will feel.
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Turning During Slow Flight
When turning in a slow flight configuration, you should normally not put too
much extra load on the wings, since 1,3 x Vs is the lowest speed in the normal
flight regime.
Because of the proximity of the Vs, you should limit the load on the wings by not
banking as much, as you would at higher speeds.
Typically instructors suggest that you not bank more than what results in a “rate
1” turn. A rule of thumb states that:
(KIAS/10) + 7 = Angle of Bank.
So, when flying slow flight at 70 knots, you should not bank more than 14 degrees. Since nobody can read of 14 degrees, all pilots choose to bank between
the first and the second mark on the artificial horizon, and call it 14 degrees.
When banking at slow flight, the change in target attitude, to account for the decrease in vertical lift, is almost invisible - it is perhaps the width of your index
finger.
If you chose to not adjust for the required increase in angle of attack, you will
start to loose altitude, but it will happen so slowly that you will have no problem
in detecting it and correcting by applying a slight back pressure to the yoke, before you exceed the allowed parameter.
The power adjustment of 10 RPM is also so little that the speed loss resulting
from not correcting is acceptable and perhaps desirable over spending your
mental resource on fiddling with such a small correction.

Only marks for 10-20-30, 60 and 90 degree bank
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Turns Using 30 Degrees of Bank
When turning at a constant altitude, you must increase the angle of attack to
compensate for the tilting lift vector.
At 30 degrees of bank, this is very much more pronounced and you will not get
away with not compensating.
Because you are sitting in the left seat, left of the longitudinal axis, the pitch attitude reference point is different for a left and a right turn.
Most aircraft have two rows of rivets on the nose cowling; a row of hinges; a
folding ridge or trough, where the cowling is bend around the engine crank, that
can be used for reference.

When turning to the left, you should pull back on the yoke to lift the nose so the
farthest rivet in row positioned in the opposite side as you are trailing the horizon line.

Pitch target for a left turn with 30 degrees of bank (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

If you maintain 30 degrees of bank, this will maintain your altitude sufficiently for
you to crosscheck during the manoeuvre and correct pitch, to remain within the
required margin.
In smooth air you should be able to maintain +/-50 feet during the turn with out
difficulty.
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When turning to the right the reference is the corner of the instrument glare
shield at your left shoulder.

Pitch target for a right turn with 30 degrees of bank (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

If you have excess mental resource, you can correct for increased drag, by
adding approximately 30 RPM.
Normally the speed margin for the exercise is +/- 5 knots. If you forget to adjust
power, you should be within the margin anyway.
When turning into the P-factor (right turn) no rudder application is normally required, for a 30 degrees bank angle.
When turning away from the p-factor (left turn), some rudder application is
normally required, for a 30 degree bank angle.
The entire process should look and feel like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Verify that you begin from a stable - in trim - flight situation.
Turn the yoke to the relevant side, aim for 10 degrees bank per seconds.
Apply a little back pressure and rudder, during the roll in.
Release turn pressure on the yoke, maybe even counter, to maintain bank.
Monitor nose attitude (establish target)
Monitor VSI, adjust RPM if required.
Monitor IAS, adjust attitude if required.
Monitor heading, start roll out when remaining heading change = bank/2.
Roll wings level and relax back pressure.
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Turns Using 45 Degrees of Bank
When increasing the bank angle to 45 degrees, you should add 100 RPM of
power when rolling through 30 degrees of bank.
If you bank more than 45 degrees, you will rapidly loose altitude so you should
pay attention to not exceeding 45 degrees of bank.
Pitch attitude reference is upper edge of the air speed indicator when turning
to the right and the upper edge of the altimeter when turning to the left.

Pitch target for a right turn with 45 degrees of bank (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

Pitch target for a left turn with 30 degrees of bank (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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Often, there are only marks on the artificial horizon for 30 and 60 degrees of
bank, so you will have to eyeball the halfway mark yourself.
It is much easier to correct for too little bank, than too much, so perhaps have
that in mind, when rolling in.
When turning into the P-factor (right turn) some rudder application is required.
When turning away from the P-factor (left turn) quite some rudder application is
required.
Typically the turns are executed with an agreed upon roll out heading, to let you
demonstrate that you are able to manage the roll out also.
Rule of thumb is to initiate the roll out “half of the bank angle in degrees” before
the target heading. For a turn using 45 degrees of bank, you would then start
roll out and lowering of the pitch attitude, 22,5 degrees (-ish) before the desired
heading, roll down to rate 1 turn (reducing power when passing 30 degrees)
and roll wings level when on the desired heading.
The back pressure required, to maintain the nose attitude, to maintain altitude,
is considerable. You may want to trim nose up, to assist your arm, but if you do,
you must remember that you are trimmed nose up, when you roll out. During a
figure eight with 45 degrees of bank, I advice against using trim
Your attention should be distributed something like this:

•
•
•
•
•
•

50%

Bank angle

20%

Pitch Attitude

10%

Rudder

10%

Heading (when to start roll out)

5%

Power

5%

Other
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Using Rudder In Turns
If you wish to add rudder to coordinate a turn (most pronounced in turns to the
left), add a little rudder when initiating the bank.
It is very difficult to assess the appropriate amount of rudder-input from the beginning of the exercise and therefor you should adjust the rudder input, once
you have achieved the desired bank angle, by “stepping on the ball” of the inclinometer (turn coordinator).
You should not let yourself be startled by the fact, that once you put in the appropriate amount of rudder, you will usually have to apply aileron opposite the
bank direction.
This appears counterintuitive to some, since you just put in a great deal of control input to bank and now have to apply it in the opposite direction, but it is
simply because the rudder contributes to the bank (secondary effect of rudder
inputs).
So every time you change rudder input, you should expect to adjust your bank
angle.
Once established in the bank, you can use the rudder to adjust your nose attitude. If your attitude is too high, you can increase rudder to the inside of the turn
and vice versa, to adjust nose attitude.
When you level out from a turn, it will also provide better controllability, if you
apply rudder to the same side as you apply ailerons - to keep the airplane as
near coordinated flight as possible.
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Figure of 8 Turns
The turn-exercise is often used as an indicator of, how well the pilot understands the practical application of aerodynamics.
You will therefor make turns to the left and right as a part of your training, as
well as a demonstration of your ability.
Often this exercise is devised as a turn, either to the left or right, for a particular
number of degrees heading change, that, as you roll out, is continued as turn in
the opposite direction ,back to the starting heading.
Normally, turns using 30 degrees of bank for 180 degrees of heading change or
45 degrees of bank for 360 degrees of heading change.
There are no elements to the exercise, not included in the 30/45 degree banking turns, but because of the immediate turn of direction, you will feel that a lot
of corrections must be dealt with in a short periode of time.
The measure of the exercise, is how accurate you roll out and roll opposite and
how well you maintain altitude and speed during the manoeuvre.
Elements of the correctly executed manoeuvre are:

• Bank angle control.
• Maintaining coordinated flight by use of rudder.
• Yoke back pressure (target attitude turn) to maintain altitude (or to prevent
overspeed)

•
•
•
•

Power increase to maintain speed (or to maintain altitude)
Roll out initiation.
Release of yoke backpressure (target attitude level flight) during roll out
Power decrease during roll out.
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Climb
Climb At The Best Rate of Climb Speed - Vy
Normally you should climb using the speed for best rate of climb. It has a lower
pitch attitude and offers a better visibility for navigation and look out. It will also
let you gain altitude faster and therefore save fuel and engine wear.
Best rate speed is obtained by pulling back on the yoke and raising the nose
until the cowling touches the horisont (or in this case the far top of the dash
board).

Pitch target for climb at Vy (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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Climb At The Best Angle of Climb Speed - Vx
If you need to out climb obstacles, airspace or noise restrictions, you can use
the speed for best angle of climb.
Best angle speed is obtained by pulling back on the yoke and raising the nose
until the top of the glass of the artificial horisont “touches” the horisont.

Pitch target for Vx climb (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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Cruise Climb
If your airplane have a lot of exces power available you may not need to climb
at the best rate speed. You could choose to offer a climb rate less than 500 feet
per minute for passenger comfort.
Cruise climb is any climb that is at a speed higher than best rate speed and less
than cruise speed. It is less standardised than Vx and Vy and you may therefore
have to select a pitch attitude between Vy and Cruise, that suits your actual
situation.
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Targets, Overview
Now, you have read through all the basic flight manoeuvres and exercises. Here
is an overview of the targets for each of them:
Configuration

Pitch

Power

Speed

Cruise flight

-1 fist (2 compasses)

2400

100

Slow flight, no flaps

0

1900

70

Slow flight, full flaps

-1 fist

2200

60

Powered descend full flaps

-2 fist

1900

60

Powered descend 1 flaps

-1 fist

1900

70

Gliding descend

-1,5 fist

1200 (idle)

70

Turn Rate 1 L/R

Lift a finger

1900/2500

70/100

Turn 30L

Far right rivet

2400

100

Turn 30R

Left dash corner

2400

100

Turn 45L

Altimeter, upper edge

2500

100

Turn 45R

Airspeed, upper edge

2500

100

Climb, Vy

Far edge of dash

Full

70

Climb Vx

Artificial HZ, upper edge

Full

60

!!!
I strongly urge you to verify and adjust these values in your aircraft, under safe
conditions, before you use them.
!!!
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Landings
Landings are the most difficult part to learn, in flying, and it is mostly because
there are so many things going on in rapid succession.
Because instructor pilots and flight schools seldom wishes to spend time with
you in a classroom, you will most likely train landings by trial and error, rather
than having a proper introduction to whats going to be going on.
If you would like to know in advance what is going to be going on, this chapter is
for you.
The landing consist of:

• The approach to 1000 feet - The arrival from the cruise segment to a point

abeam the intended landing position, at 1000 feet above the aeroderome.
This segment is sometimes called the arrival.

• The approach from 1000 feet - The standard pattern flown from abeam the

touch down point, at standard pattern height, on to final approach from 500
feet.

• The approach from 500 feet - The alignment with the runway axis and glide

path, that leads to touch down, at an appropriate distance from the beginning
of the runway.

• The approach from 50 feet - The increased descend resulting from reducing

power to idle, when passing the runway threshold, until the flare is initiated or
simply the path from the threshold to the flare is initiated, depending on technique.

• The flare - The simultaneous deccelleration of airspeed and reduction of des-

cend rate. Done at such a pace, that the airspeeds reaches stall speed at the
same time, that the rate of descend reaches 0 and the aircraft touches the
runway with the main wheels.

• The touchdown - The short moment, when the aircraft is not able to sustain

flight, due to low airspeed and therefore shifts it loads from the wings to the
main gear.

• The de-rotation - The lowering of the nose from touch down attitude, until
weight is on the nose wheel.

• The deccelleration - The speed reduction from the touchdown speed to a
speed appropriate for taxi.

•
Though the above list shows the elements of the landing manoeuvre in succession, I will go through the segments in reverse, since each segment is a preparation for the coming.
For that same reason, you should get into the habit of thinking ahead and position your self in the best position for the coming segment.
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Deceleration
When decelerating from touchdown to taxi speed there are three things to consider:
Firstly, remember that the aircraft is still travelleling at considerable speed and
that the wings are still producing lift, though not sufficiently to carry the airplane.
This means that the weight resting on the wheels, is not the full weight of the
airplane, particularly not if you are holding the stick back from cushioning the
de-rotation.
Because of this, it is very easy to block the wheels when applying brakes and
thus grind flat spots on the tires or even puncturing the them.
Consider that a tire which have a spot on it, because of the edges shaped on
the spot, will be likely to stop on that same spot if brakes are blocking the
wheel, thus increasing the likelihood of a puncture.
Since the aircraft is also likely to come to a halt on that spot, they may be difficult to detect during a pre-flight inspection.

Spots on main wheel tires. Left, canvas visible. Right, flat spot still operational.
www.aircraftsystemstech.com and www.pilotsofamerica.com

Therefore, when landing on asphalt runways, apply brakes with this in mind and
be ready to release the brakes quickly, if you feel the wheels blocking.
When landing on grass runways, the same principle applies. Though the spot
problem is not an issue, the wheels may block, though, at much lower speed,
because the grass tend to be slippery.
Selecting the flaps to up as soon as you feel it is safe, will increase the weight
on the wheels, and also the rolling resistance, and improve deceleration.
If you feel that you need to apply the brakes when landing on a grass runway,
chances are that you are landing too fast, or too long and you may be better off
making a go around. Be carefull though, once you are on the ground, the rolling
resistance may not allow you to reach rotation speed in the distance remaining
and you will then have to rely on braking.
(This discussion is, however, not really relevant for flight training, since you
should not operate on grass runways that are that short. If you encounter a very
short runway, I suggest that you use the short field landing technique, instead)
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Though a short landing may be the indication of a correct landing, you should
never attempt to obtain your results through the use of brakes. Rather select the
appropriate aiming point, relative to the desired runway exit, and most importantly, fly the approach and touch down at the correct speeds.
Secondly, Observe, that if the toe-brakes are not braking the same amount, a
symmetrical application of force to the pedals may cause the airplane to weer
off the runway centerline.
Keep this in mind as you apply force to the pedals. Once you feel the brakes
bite, you can easily control the application to be even, by feel.
Thirdly, when landing with a cross wind, keep in mind that, as you decelerate,
less air will flow over the ailerons and the force produced to keep the wings
level at touchdown may no longer be adequate, to counter a crosswind. This
may lead to, that you experience the upwind wing, suddenly lifts, or almost lifts
the upwind main wheel, off the ground.
If this occurs when you are applying brakes, you may experience an uncontrolled yaw.
You should counter this by increasing the aileron input, as the aircraft decelerates, resulting in full aileron into the wind when you reach taxi speed.
Lastly, once you have the nose wheel on the surface and braking applied, you
should pull back on the stick, in order to have the elevator deflected, to provide
aerodynamic braking.
This may seem counterproductive in relation to the first problem (wheel block),
since the deflection will pitch the aircraft up and increase the angle of attack on
the wing, thus lifting weight of the wheels.
So this technique should be timed to only be applied after the brakes are in effect, since their down pitching moment should counter any elevator input and
the airplane pitch will remain unchanged.
Summary:

• Mindfull braking, avoid slipping
• Mindfull brake application, observe for asymmetry
• Increase aileron into the wind after touch down.
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De-rotation
Once you feel that the weight of the airplane is on the main wheels, you need to
get the nose wheel on the surface, to be able to steer the aircraft, when it no
longer have aerodynamic steering.
The only thing to remember is to have a controlled impact of the nose wheel so
as to not cause unnecessary wear on the assembly.
Normally the nose will drop by it self as the speed decreases and the elevator
force no longer can maintain a nose high attitude. Let the nose drop and use
the last bit of elevator travel to cushion the nose wheel touch down.
The most important thing to remember is not to apply braking before the nose
wheel is on the ground, to avoid it slamming down and causing wear on the
oleo assembly and engine mount.
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Touch Down
The most important thing of the touchdown is that it occurs on the main
wheels only.
Although Certification Specifications dictate, that the aircraft should be able to
withstand 2,25 G either landing on one or both of the main wheel or all three
wheels simultaneous, at a rate of descend of around 500 feet per minute, you
should avoid, that the nose wheel come into contact with the surface, until the
touch down is complete.
The whole idea of the touch down is to let the main landing gear absorb the impact of the touchdown as the main gear is designed to absorb touch down
loads.

Correct touch down attitude (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

Same as picture above - seen from cockpit (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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You obtain this, by not letting the aircraft settle on the runway, until it has
reached a speed at or near the stall speed.
If you keep the aircraft flying for as long as possible, at a height, as near the
surface as you deem sufficient, you will gradually increase the attitude of the
aircraft, as you increase the angle of attack of the wing and hereby lifting the
nose wheel clear of the surface as you touch down.
Correct touch down attitude is about the same as that of a climbing attitude,
where the nose cowling is as high as the horizon. The airplane should not touch
down before you have this attitude.
Secondly you should touch down with one wheel on each side of the centerline.
Most runways are wider than the wheel base, even wider than the wing span of
the aircraft. This is not to facilitate huge aircraft, but to supply safety margin for
manoeuvring, if you encounter sudden external factors, such as wind gusts, tire
bursts or other undesired types of control loss.
If you land on the centerline you have an equal amount of distance to either
side, to account for this.
This is mostly obtained by the flying you do prior to touch down, but make a
note of this tolerance and be your own judge.
Thirdly you should align the aircraft axis with the runway axis, so that the direction of movement is exactly parallel to the aircraft axis. This will ensure that the
surface friction only consist of the rolling resistance of the wheels, and not the
side way motion across the tire threads.

Application of crosswind landing technique - align the nose with runway, bank to prevent drift (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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This is known as cross wind landing technique. Most days you will get away
with landing a little sideways, when the crosswind component is below 5 knots.
The more crosswind, the more pronounced it becomes if you do not apply this
corrections.

Same as previous picture, seen from outside (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

People will be flung sideways in the cabin on touch down and the landing will
appear to be a hard one, even though you may have stalled out just inches
above the surface.
During your approach you will have flown with the nose into the wind to compensate for drift. Compensating for drift by crabbing is done because it provides
correct airspeed indication and for some is more pleasent.

Crabbing towards the runway in a crosswind from the left (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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When touching down in a cross wind, you must change technique from crab to
skid. You approach the surface with a crab and just before you touch down, you
de-crab by using the down wind rudder pedal and aligning the aircraft with the
runway and the direction of travel. Since you are in a cross wind situation and
you have removed your crosswind correction, you will drift off the runway, unless you compensate in another way.
Compensation for drift in a de-crabbed situation, is done by banking slightly into
the wind. Touch down therefore occurs first on the upwind main wheel, then on
the down wind main wheel and then the de-rotation can take place.
Summary:

•
•
•
•

Keep it flying, touch down on main wheels only.
Touch down with one wheel either side of the centerline.
Align the aircraft with the runway using the rudder.
Correct for drift using the ailerons
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Flare
In this context, Flare means changing the gradient from that of the approach, to
a shallower one, that reduces the vertical speed ideally to zero when touching
down.
The purpose is to reduce the rate of descend as you approach the surface. The
closer you are to the surface, the lower rate of descend you should have.
Most aircraft are certified for landing with the power set to idle when passing the
runway threshold at 50 feet and then gliding the aircraft to touchdown and stopping with the brakes.
As you reduce the rate of descend, the aircraft will decelerate towards the stall
speed, since you increase the total drag. The art of the flare, is to arrange the
reduction of rate of descend and the associated reduction of airspeed, so you
stall the aircraft a few inches above the landing surface.
The ideal situation is perhaps that the wheels come in contact with the surface,
without the wings ceasing to carry the airplane, 2-3 knots above the stall speed.
The airplane will then start to roll before it ceases to fly and the transition may
be almost un-noticeable. You may not be able to attain this result until you have
had a lot of practice.
Timing the flare, the deceleration and arresting of descend, is the hand-eye coordination, that can only be trained to master, but it starts with you pulling back
on the yoke and then trying to observe the effect.
You must remember, that it is important, that you keep descending through out
the manoeuvre. Your arresting of the descend, should be only an adjustment, in
the order of lifting the nose perhaps only an inch, initially. It is perhaps better
described as reducing the rate of descend.
You will feel assisted by the ground effect. As you get closer to the surface, the
ground effect will increase the the drag of the aircraft and the lift required will
decrease.
This feels as if you are gliding on a cushion of air, when closed to the ground,
and you should notice, that your elevator input should be smaller as this effect
becomes pronounced during the lowest 5-10 feet flying height.
Flare and Tracking
It is important, that you keep tracking the runway at the same time. Some pilots
have a tendency to look right in front of the aircraft, to judge the height, but that
often leads to lack of tracking control.
Some instructors advices to focus on the far end of the runway to maintain a
sense of direction. Personally i shift between judging height +/- 30 degrees,
either side, were there are some object for reference and then looking long for a
sense of tracking.
If you flare during a cross wind, you should observe that, as you flare, you loose
airspeed and as you loose airspeed, your wind correction angle changes as well
as your rudder effectiveness.
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You should not try to figure out, which of these has the larger effect, but consider that you drift compensation is not a static thing, but needs to be adjusted
af few times during the flare
There are two outcomes from your attempts, either you flare to high (to early)
and the aircraft will stall and sink onto the runway with some impact, or you flare
to low (to late) and you fly the aircraft into the surface with some impact though the airplane is not yet stalled.
Early Flare
If you flare to early you may correct your mistake, by applying full power and
make a go-around. If you have sufficient runway ahead of you, you may also
apply power to prevent the aircraft from decelerating and sinking and then either
gain some speed and retry the flare.
You should be weary, though, if trying to correct a flare, by adding power, since
this could result in a dangerous situation.
If you choose to add some power and retry the flare, you should add a lot of
power. The airplane is in a low speed situation, with flaps extended, the maximum form drag possible.
You should correct by applying full power and then reconsider if you have the
situation under control before retrying at idle power.
Remember, that in the flare you are flying below a safe airspeed and when ever
you raise the nose, the airspeed will decrease. If you choose to add power, the
airplane will initially only start to climb and you will then have brought your self
into a situation ,were you are still at a low airspeed, but now at a greater altitude
(to fall from).
When you try to recover from a poor flare, it is essential that you gain airspeed,
when you add power. If you gain altitude, it may be converted into airspeed, but
only if you have sufficient altitude to dive the airplane and then again arrest the
descend. If you on the other hand, lower the nose, as you add power - to maintain altitude - you will instantly be given speed, without needing to make a dive
and recover.
Since it is not know how much extra runway it requires, I suggest to always
choose to go-around over trying to salvage the flare, if the runway is less than
twice the required landing distance - including safety factor.
Late Flare
If you flare too late, there is not much you can do about it, but you may be ready
for the consequences. Depending on your descend rate and the condition of the
tire threads, you may bounce back into the air.
If you bounce back into the air, it will most likely be with an even lower airspeed
than what you had when you hit the first time and the second touch down may
be as hard as the first since the elevator input you originally put in, now is less
effective.
If you bounce back, you should then try to recover by adding power, as you
would in an early flare situation and then; either go-around, or consider a retry.
If you add power and do nothing else, you will at least keep the aircraft flying,
and prevent the next touch down from being as hard.
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Summary

•
•
•
•
•

Match decrease in rate of descend with height, airspeed follows.
Low height, low rate of descend
Keep tracking the runway
Crosswind correction changes during the flare
Recover using full power
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Approach From 50 Feet
The Certification Specification for small aircraft dictates that landing performance must be proven in one of two ways. Either the power is reduced to idle,
when the airplane passes the runway threshold at 50 feet, and the aircraft is
glided into the flare.
Alternatively power may be applied or maintained after passing 50 feet and the
initial part of the flare made with power on.
You will see from the Airplane Flight Manual, which method is used to obtain the
claims of the landing distance data.
The Gliding Flare
If you are passing 50 feet over the threshold, with idle power, you will experience, that the airplane lowers the nose to maintain speed, due to the nature of
static stability.
If you prevent this and try to maintain nose attitude, you will loose airspeed to
quickly in the flare and have very little time to assess the flare since you have
little airspeed to bleed. You may also stall the aircraft, before you reach an appropriate height over the surface to touch down.
Therefore, you should let the airplane nose attitude drop and then try to arrest
the descend with the flare, when reaching perhaps 20 or 30 feet over the surface. This, small, dip of the flight path will give you a much better chance of
making a controlled flare and touch down.

Flightpath for the powered flare (green) and the gliding flare (blue).

The Powered Flare
If you are passing 50 feet over the threshold with power on, your task is then to
keep the flight path constant, until you are much closer to the surface, perhaps
10 feet, and then make a small flare and close the throttle, to touch down with
idle power.
This method is often successful when landing an aircraft that bleeds of speed
fast, but not very desirable for aircraft that keeps flying for a long time after the
power is removed, since spending a long time in a flare, close to the ground,
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requires quick reactions and precise control to maintain a constant path and
avoid unintentional touchdowns.
You should be aware, that there are landing techniques that gives a smooth
touch down and a pleasant experience and that there are landing techniques
that give the result listed in the landing distance data.
Very often they are not the same, since the manufacturer wishes, that the owner
have the experience, that the aircraft is easy to land.
There is nothing wrong with using either technique, but you will not know how
much extra runway is required, to make the easy landing.
You should be able to recreate result similar to what the manufacture lists in the
airplane flight manual landing data section.
If you have more runway than you need, you can use any of these methods or a
hybrid of the two. Particular during gusty condition, it may be advantageous to
use power during the approach from 50 feet, the flare and until the aircraft has
touch down - to ensure that you have flying speed, in the event of a gust that is
uncontrollable and a go around is desired.
This technique uses a lot of excess runway, maybe double the figures from the
AFM or even more depending on your application. Be sure to assess the available distance and make a reference point from which you know it is to late to
land - eg a taxi way intersection or other land mark.
If you are not on the ground by your reference point, give it up and go around.
Summary:

• Idle approach to flare - let the nose drop and then arrest.
• Powered approach to flare - keep the flight path.
• Use power in gusty condition, runway permitting.
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Approach From 500 Feet
To make a good landing you must fly a good approach.
This proverb may seem strange, but landing is a manoeuvre that happens in a
very short periode of time, so you wont have time to consider what is going on,
unless you already know what to expect and are able to focus on the external
inputs and react to them.
If you are fighting the aircraft for control, your focus will be on other things and
you wont make a good landing.
This is why the landing begins when descending below 500 feet above the
ground.

Stabilised Approach
As you approach the runway, you have established a descending flight path.
The aircraft is designed to maintain a 500 fpm rate of descend, at the approach
speed (Vref) 1,3 times the stall speed, in the landing configuration.
The specification of air operations regulation suggest (GM7 NCO.OP.110) that
you should: Be fully configure for landing - with regards to gear and flaps - and;
On speed and with a power setting that will sustain this flight condition, and; Established on the extended runway centerline - before descending below 500
feet (VMC).
This is called: “The Stabilised Approach Criteria”.
As long as you are operating non-commercially you are not required by the
rules to adhere to the concept (it is published as guidance material).
When flying slow and light aircraft, there may be valid reasons to continue the
approach though not stabilised at 500 feet - eg. the full flaps configuration is a
rather low speed - and combined with a headwind component, you may fly as
slow as 20-30 knots.
Most would agree that it would be reasonable to delay flaps deployment, or fly
at a higher speed for some time. This should not change the fundamental principle, that another position should be determined, before which you must be
stabilised. I suggest the following:
The normal 3 degree glidepath intersect 500 feet 1,67 NM from the threshold
(1NM per 300 feet).
A large commercial jet typically fly the final approach at 150 knots. This means
that the jet is travelling at 2,5 NM per minute. On a 3 degree glide path, this
would require that the jet is descending at 750 feet per minute. It then follows,
that the time from 500 feet to touch down, would be around 40 seconds.
A light piston engine plane typically fly the final approach at 60 knots. This
means that the airplane is travelling at 1 NM per minute. On a 3 degree glide
path, this would require that the piston engine is descending at 300 feet per
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minute. A time equivalent point would then be, 200 feet - it takes 40 seconds to
descend from 200 feet, to landing.
Given, that leisure aircraft according to ICAO Annex 6, part 2, are granted operation, with less stringent requirement and at a lower safety standard than commercial aviation, to make it more accessible, it is reasonable to add some margin.
Given that the pilots operating a commercial jet are having a higher competence
than a leisure pilot, it would perhaps also be reasonable to add some margin.
You could add 50% to the 40 seconds - 1 minute. The time equivalent point
would then be 300 feet above the runway.
If you are not “on target” by 300 feet, dont continue the attempt.

Stabilised at 500 feet (ad is at 147 ft) pretty far out (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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Aiming point
A seasoned pilot, in good flying practice, will probably be able to set the airplane
down within a few meters or so, of a planned landing spot.
Even so, when landing visually, most seasoned pilots would not choose to aim
for the beginning of the runway, since one does not know the nature of the air
between you and the touch down point.
Maybe you will encounter less dense air, or less headwind component, that will
cause you to undershoot your aim, at a point were it would be too late to make
a smooth recovery.
To give yourself som margin, you should touch down at least 100 meters down
the runway.
If the runway is equipped with threshold markings (the pedestrian crossing
marks), you may find it useful to know according to ICAO standard, the markings begin 6 meters from the beginning of the runway, they are 30 meters long
and that an additional 12 meters blank space must exist before the runway designation number appears - which is 9 meters "tall".
In all 57 meters to the end of the numbers - the upper edge of the cifres.
This is why you may be suggest you to "aim for the numbers" during your approach. If you aim for the numbers, you will touch down at least 100 meters (or
so) from the beginning of the runway, when factoring in the flare.
Some runways are equipped with Precision Approach Path Indicators - PAPI.
ICAO Annex 14 states that PAPI’s are designed for the aircraft wheels to clear
the threshold with 20-30 feet, depending on the aircraft size and most times it
leads you to the threshold at approximately 50 feet. (check airport documentation, to learn the slope and threshold crossing height).
It is normally positioned 330 meters (1000 feet) from the runway threshold and
depending on your technique from 50 feet to flare, you may not desire to follow
it all the way.
A typical 4 seat piston airplane will use 385 meter to land from 50 feet, of which
the last 160 meters are ground roll. Touch down then occurs 225 meter after the
threshold, gliding power off, below the PAPI and flaring along the runway surface. So make a note of this:
If you follow the PAPI, you will probably fly a 3 degree glide path and you will
touch down 100 meters before the PAPI (gliding flare).
If aiming for the numbers, you will probably pass the threshold at a lower height
than 50 feet - this is normally a technique used only on short runways, since the
safety margin is reduced.
Therefore, if you aim for the numbers, you should use a steeper approach path
- as you have during a gliding approach (power off - approach).
In conclusion:

• You can follow the PAPI after passing the threshold at 50 feet, with power assist to touch down, or:
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• You can follow the PAPI until passing the threshold at 50 feet, and then glide
to touchdown, or:

• You can pass the threshold lower than 50 feet and disregard the PAPI.
Choose whichever method you want but you must be able to replicate the
method used for you landing distance calculations. But back to the matter at
hand - a good approach leading to a good landing.

Vertical Line Up
The first thing to note is the attitude of the aircraft ,when you are on speed in the
correct configuration. Normally this would result in a nose that is below the position for cruising flight ( perhaps -1,5 “fist”).
Secondly you should know what power setting you need, to maintain that flight
condition, typical 1900 RPM - higher if you have a headwind component.
When you have established your “pitch and power” targets, you know that
speed and rate of descend are secondary results, from maintaining and adjusting these targets, and you will very quickly notice, if external factors are changing. You will hear if the engine output is changing, you will see if the nose attitude is changing. You will also register, if the aiming point is moving up or down
the windshield, revealing if you are getting high or low on the approach.
You know that the air temperature decreases with altitude. This is because the
Sun heats the surface. This effect is not constant.
As you know the wind direction and speed changes through out the planetary
boundary layer. The layer extends up to 2-3000 feet over flat terrain, but the
major changes normally occur close to the ground. A rule of thumb would be
that 1/3 of the change occurs in the first 100 feet, 2/3 of the change occur by
1000 feet and the last 1/3 occur over the upper 2000 feet.
This is particularly true regarding temperature and you will often experience that
a major change in air density occurs from 100 feet to the surface.
This is because the air suddenly becomes much warmer (less dense) and as a
result from this, the airplane sinks below the intended glide path, unless substantial power is added, or this is factored in when selecting an aiming point.
The effect is most pronounced on sunny days with little wind. In medium or high
wind speed, the turbulence tends to mix the air to a more uniform temperature.
On cold days, in stable air, you will not feel the effect at all - particularly not over
snow covered surfaces.
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Horizontal Line Up
Before you approach the field, you should brief your self on the wind direction
and how it will affect your approach.
When rolling wings level on the final leg, you should have already applied correction for drift, so the nose of the aircraft is pointing into the side, from which
the wind originates.
Your should correct this drift angle as soon as you recognise, that you are departing from the extended center line of the runway.

If you add wind correction as you roll out, you wont have to fight it (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

Do not expect to find one perfect correction, rather adjust your correction often.
You should always expect wind correction to change during descend.
Due to the boundary layer and the Coreolis effect, you should expect the wind
direction to shift towards the left as you descend.

• If you are flying the final approach with the wind on your left, your should ex-

pect it to shift counter clockwise towards the surface wind, as you descend,
and that your wind correction angle will increase with your descend.

• If you are flying the final approach with the wind on your right, you should ex-

pect it to shift counter clockwise towards the surface wind, as you descend
and your wind correction angle will decrease as you descend.

However as you descend, the wind speed will also decrease and this will enhance the effect of the “wind from the right” scenario and cancel the effect of
“the wind from the left” scenario
Finally you should also pay attention to low wind speed scenarios: If your
ground speed increases, from the absence of head wind, you will rise above the
ideal glide path if you maintain your pitch and power targets.
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Summary:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Be on speed, on track by 300 feet above the runway.
Aim for a point at least 100 meters from the threshold or use the PAPI
Have pitch and power targets
Preselect WCA
Expect to adjust your path
Wind “decreases to the left” as you descend.
Air density changes during the last 100 feet.
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Go-Around
You can, at any time, choose not to land at the airport, you are approaching. If
you are established in an arrival sequence, with other aircraft, it is probably important to tell the others and those responsible for the coordination, that you intent to abort the landing.
If you have time, you would normally coordinate the manoeuvre you wish to
conduct with the others.
If you are pressed for time, you simply state that you are “going around”.
Typically pilots will call going around, if they discontinue the attempt to land,
from a position on the final leg.
The go-around entail that you apply full power and initiate a climb towards pattern altitude, change the configuration of the aircraft to climb, while you continue
on the final and upwind leg. When the manoeuvre is under control, you re-join
the traffic pattern.
If you wish to abort the landing attempt, from any other position, you should
continue in the pattern and try to coordinate with the others.
As you know from the slow flight exercises, the airplane have very little excess
power, in the landing configuration. This means that you need to reconfigure for
climb before the aircraft will yield any significant climb performance. That is the
task.
The procedure is similar to recovery from slow flight with flaps:

• You apply full power to stop any descend (add right-rudder to counter pfactor).

• You retract the flaps (electrically or slowly) when the airspeed is above Vs
• You start to climb whenever you feel, or see, that you can convert airspeed to
altitude by moving the nose towards a know climb attitude.

• Choose climb speed according to circumstance, I would choose Vy, since it
has the greater margin to stall and provides the best visibility.

Though you are changing attitude and reconfiguring at low speed and low altitude, there is no reason to be dramatic about it. If you apply full power and rotate to a climbing attitude that is not too excessive, the aircraft will climb away.
Since you will start the climb from a position over the runway, that is earlier than
a take-off, you should delay your turn to cross wind until reaching pattern altitude. If you do not, you will enter the downwind leg much further “down wind”
than you would usually do and give you less time available for the next approach.
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Take O
Take-offs are as complex as landings, but are more forgiving.
The external factors, that affect the aircraft state, are changing as the aircraft
accelerates and the pilot input should adjust for these changes, to keep the aircraft on the intended flight path.
The changes occur within a very short time-span and that, perhaps, is what
makes the take-off difficult to master. As long as the pilot points the airplane in
the right direction, though, it will not necessarily be elegant, but the rest will
more or less transpire on its own.
Just as with landings, you are likely not to receive a “sit-down briefing” of the
take-off, since it is not suited as a pre-flight activity and since you will perform
so many take-offs, probably 100, before you solo - sadly, you are likely to be left
to your own devices.
The take-off consists of:

• Line up - Entering the runway, maximising length, positioning the aircraft and
final checks.

• Brake release - Applying and recognising take-off power and correcting for
wind and propeller.

• Accelleration in the Take off roll - Maintaining tracking, adjusting corrections,
nose wheel sensing.

•
•
•
•

Rotation - Identifying when the aircraft is able to fly.
Lift-off - Applying WCA and selecting correct lift off attitude.
Initial climb to 50 feet - Ensuring safe speed to leave the ground effect.
Departure climb to 500 feet - Selecting climb speed and attitude.

ff
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Line Up
Essentially the take-off begins when you enter the runway by crossing the
stopline, the holding position or the safety distance, if no markings are available.
From then on you should be determined and disciplined about what is going to
happen. You should not hurry, since you should enable yourself to notice occurrences, that warrants to abort the take-off attempt.
When entering the runway, activate last minute items, such as transponder and
strobe lights
The aim of line up process is to have the airplane aligned with the runway
centerline, with as much runway ahead of you as possible.
If you enter the runway, at the threshold, you should remind yourself not to follow the yellow taxi line onto the runway, but instead taxi as close to the beginning of the runway, as you deem safe and then turn sharply onto the runway
centerline and stop.

Line-up using the entire runway when you can (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

You should check that your liquid compass is showing the runway direction,
since this is the only opportunity you will have to check this instrument. This is
also a good time to reset the gyroscopic compass to the runway heading, and
perhaps set the heading bug to the runway heading as well - if equipped:

• Compass:
• Gyro:

Check
Set

Another variant would be, to set the gyro compass to the magnetic compass,
during the warm up, and then simply check the compass against the runway.
But it is easy and quick, and perhaps more accurate, to set the gyro against the
runway, so some pilots choose to do that.
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Wind Correction
No mater what wind direction, you will always have a wind component from
either the left or right.
Deflect your ailerons to the side, from where you have a cross wind component.
If the cross wind component is considerable deflect the ailerons fully.
Pull the elevator back about one inch to have a slight taildown angle of attack.
All you need now, is to apply take-off power.

Brake Release
Most pilots will advice you not to set the parking brake when on the runway,
since this setting would not be normal for the take-off situation. If you are on the
runway and instructed to wait you will be really trigger-happy, when you are finally cleared, which will likely lead to you taking off with the parking brake set.
Therefore I suggest you to only use toe-brakes to hold the airplane on the runway.
Before you apply take-off power, you should always ask yourself if you have
take-off clearance. You will be surprised over, how easy it is to take-off, simply
because you have started the process, eg. with a conditional clearance.
When you are cleared, add take-off power and let your feet slide down from the
top of the rudder pedals, to the bottom of the rudder pedals. The purpose is to
prevent that you activate the brakes, unintentionally, when using the rudder.
As the aircraft accelerates, the wings will begin to produce lift and less weight is
on the wheels.
This means that very little brake effort is required, to block the wheel and destroy the rubber threads.
If you have excess runway ahead of you, you can choose to release the brakes
before adding take-off power.
This will prolong the take-off distance required by “some” meters but will provide
a smoother acceleration.
Normally the engines turn clock wise when running - as seen from the pilots
perspective inside the cockpit and would be prefixed by “L” (eg. Lycoming L IO320) if they were running the other way.
Since the engines rotate clock wise, then so will the propeller
As you recall from Aircraft General Knowledge and Principles of Flight, the propeller that produces thrust, will also have a side effect known as the p-factor,
which is a combination of 3 primary effects:

• the angled propeller blade producing an angled airstream,
• the torque of the rotating propeller and
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• the gyroscopic effect of the propeller disk.
The p-factor increases with thrust and since a stationary airplane is were maximum thrust can be produced, it is also the time, where the largest p-factor is to
be expected.
If the engine rotates clockwise, you should expect the propeller to act on the airframe producing a yawing motion towards the left.
To counter this you can apply right rudder. Due to the vertical stabiliser being
extended into the thrust-airstream, the rudder will have a countering effect immediately.
You should expect this when applying take-off thrust and apply some preemptive right rudder.
As you accelerate the p-factor compensation will become part of your directional control effort and you wont notice it until you change thrust settings again.
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Accelleration in the Take-off Roll, Dry and Firm Runway Surfaces
As you pick up speed, in the take-off roll, the wings and control surfaces begins
to have effect.
The first you will notice is probably the elevator.
The sensation will be, that the airplane feels light, or lively about the horisontal
axis (pitch). This is because the slight back-pressure, you keep on the yoke, is
lifting the weight of the nose wheel.
I recommend this method to provide a tactile feel of the airplanes state during
the take-off roll.
It is important to stress, that you must not rotate the aircraft to a climbing attitude yet, since this will produce a significant amount of drag that will prolong the
take off and may cause the aircraft to become prematurely airborne, in the
ground effect.
Another method, used by some, is to keep a forward pressure on the yoke to
provide for better nose-wheel authority during the ground roll.
I advise against this on small airplanes because the nose wheel assembly will
often start to shake like a trolley cart (nose-wheel shimmy), if the dampener is
worn. The forward pressure method, also also leads to some scary attitudes if
you forget to rotate and the airplane begins to lift off, while you push the stick
forward.
Crosswind
If you take off in a cross wind, the windward wing will get airborne before the
leeward wing, resulting in a roll as you lift off.
In it self, it is not critical, but is likely to be startling and removes focus from the
coming steps in the process, which is why you begin the take-off with ailerons
applied.
As speed builds you will feel the force of the aileron through the yoke, as it is
pressed towards neutral. You will also feel it, in that the airplane will attempt to
bank towards the windward side.
It is the purpose to rotate with the wings level, or with a slight roll to windward,
that is easily corrected. So you should relax your aileron input, as you feel the
aerodynamic forces start to have effect.
If you let the aileron return towards normal, but resist, with the force you can
comfortably apply using only your thumb and index finger, you will have the required aileron input when you rotate in cross wind of 10 knots and less.
If you are operating near maksimum crosswind limitation you will need more aileron to windward, but it will be selfevident because such wind scenarios are accompanied by turbulence, that will require a firm hand on the yoke.
You should then apply more aileron and accept and anticipate a roll to windward, when you rotate.
It is much easier to counter a windward roll than a leeward roll because the first
will be less violent. If you start to roll to wind ward before rotation, no biggie, you
have put in too much aileron correction and should simply relax the input a little.
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Accelleration in the Take-off Roll, Runways with Friction Drag
When you accelerate on a runway with a surface of long grass, a surface that
the wheels of the airplane sinks into, such as wet grass, wet gravel, snow or
standing water, the take-off run is hindered by surface friction.
In such situations it is advantageous to apply as much lift as possible, as early
as possible.
You accomplish this by starting the take-off roll with the yoke as far aft, as possible. As speed builds, airflow will have effect on the fully deflected elevator and
the airplane will start to pitch up very early.
Keep the attitude at the Vx target until you lift off - regardless of indicated airspeed, and then immediately relax the backpressure, to remain in the ground
effect without touching back down.
When you have reached desired climb speed, rotate again to the corresponding
climb attitude.
This technique is only applicable on take-off from surfaces with a high rolling
friction and you should not apply it anywhere else, unless for practice because
the large control surface deflection and the angle of attack on the wing will produce a lot of drag, that is not factored in the published performance data in the
airplane flight manual.
There is however a general recognition of the fact that the decrease in surface
friction is greater than increase in form drag and induce drag.
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Rotation, Lift-off and Initial Climb to 50 ft.
When you have accelerated to rotation speed, you should increase the angle of
attack on the wings, by applying taildown elevator - pull back on the stick..
It’s important that the rotation/pull back is “felt”, meaning that you dont pull back
a given amount, but increase the backpressure - observe the attitude increase,
increase the back pressure - observe and so forth.
Remember the target attitude for climb with either Vx or Vy.
This will give you an idea as to how much travel the nose will rise in the rotation.
If you initially aim for Vy and then later adjust for Vx you wont over-rotate.
You should feel the airplane become very lively and jumpy as an indication that
airflow is lifting the wings. Before you commit to the rotation you should glance
the airspeed indicator and verify that the speed is inside or very near the green
arc, to prevent early rotation.
As the nose lifts of, weight will also be lifted off the main wheels and as this occurs, you should allow the airplane to weather-vane into the wind which will
automatically apply the required wind correction.
As you accelerate down the runway, you will counter the cross wind pushing on
the vertical stabiliser by applying rudder to leeward. If you release the rudder
pedal pressure as you rotate, the airplane will turn into the wind and you have
applied wind correction that will track the runway centerline already from lift off.

Pitch target for climb at Vx (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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Tra c pattern
The landing circuit, the traffic pattern, the landing pattern or the traffic circuit, the
circuit or the pattern - they are one and the same.
When you learn to fly you will spend a lot of time in the landing circuit or traffic
pattern. Initially you will come to know this manoeuvre as a way to train landings
by taking off, flying the circuit, land and then immediately take-off again.
Though a lot of flight training occurs in the circuit, the purpose of the traffic pattern have a little more significance.

Purpose
Basically it is a means of creating traffic separation in the high traffic density
area around a runway.
By prescribing a certain method to approach and depart from the runway, it becomes predictable were to expect other traffic, look for it and avoid it.
One more purpose of the traffic pattern is to create a standardised procedure in
which the pilot can obtain predictable performance from the aircraft and thus
reducing workload during the approach and landing.

Geometry
Though not formally defined, the traffic pattern consists of 5 tracks, arrange in a
rectangular manner, aligned with the runway.
The 5 tracks are: Upwind, cross-wind, down-wind, base and final.
The pattern is normally arranged according to the wind, so that the runway, that
gives a head wind component, is the one used for take off and landing, and the
one the pattern is oriented after.
If there is an operational need, the direction may be changed regardless of wind
direction, but that is not common.

Altitude
The pattern is normally flown 1000 feet above the ground and descending,
down to the runway.

ffi
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By selecting 1000 feet AGL, the pattern will be the same if it is located in buildup areas as if it is located in open terrain.
Pattern altitude is normally measured from the aerodrome reference point unless the surroundings are significantly higher than that.

Direction
Since the pilot in command traditionally is sitting in the left side of the aircraft
the standard traffic pattern is oriented, so all turns are made to the left, which
enable the pilot to see the runway throughout the manoeuvre.
Standard approach is a lefthand approach.
Many traffic patterns are oriented to the right, but you can expect this to be published or announced if so. The rule is that if nothing is published or announced,
the pattern is left.

Arriving at a Manned Aerodrome
You enter the pattern, at a manned aerodrome, by joining the leg, that is nearest
to your arrival route.
However most pilots would agree, that entering the upwind or crosswind leg is
not desirable in an arrival, since airplanes, that have departed the runway, may
climb up into you from below with out you being able to see them.
Therefore most pilots will chose to enter the down wind leg, preferably from a
mid field position, since most aircraft will be at the same altitude by then.
For the same reason most pilots would chose to cross the pattern at mid-field to
avoid climbing traffic - a common problem when approaching unmanned aerodromes.
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Arriving at an Unmanned Aerodrome
When arriving at an unmanned aerodrome you have some things to deal with,
before you can enter the landing pattern.

• You must learn (or verify) the wind direction, from the wind sock on the aerodrome.

• You must observe the signal yard, for restrictions of the aerodrome.
This means that you must overfly the airfield before joining the traffic pattern.
The location of both the wind sock and the signal yard are marked in the airfield
documentation.
I advice you not to overfly the airfield at pattern altitude, since someone may
already be there.
Normally, you are advised to overfly unmanned airfield at 2000 feet, if you are
not using the airfield.
This is because arriving traffic is overflying 500 feet above the pattern altitude to
create separation to traffic in the pattern.
Once you have overflown the windsock and signal yard, at 1500 feet AGL, you
will know the landing direction, pattern orientation and restrictions of use.
The radio can indicate level of activity, since it is good airmanship to announce
position and intention, when operating around unmanned airfields. Unfortunately unmanned airfields are also were you find aircraft that have no radio and
you should therefore consider that traffic may be present even if the radio is silent.
To join the pattern, you should descend from 500 feet above to pattern altitude
on the side of the runway, opposite to the side were the downwind is located.
Once you are at pattern altitude, turn back and overfly the aerodrome, ideally
passing over the runway halfway between the thresholds, since this is where
the conflicting traffic will be at its lowest (not considering traffic going around).
From the mid-field position, you can join the downwind leg and since you are
level with other traffic, you should have a good chance of having visual contact
and avoiding mid air collisions.
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Final
The last leg is called “final”, because it is the final leg of the pattern, before landing.
The function of the final is to align the aircraft with the runway centerline and
give the pilot time to configure the aircraft for landing, with regards to speed,
power, gear and flaps (though some may be configured earlier in the pattern).
There are no exact description of the 3D geometry of the traffic pattern, but
since pilots are not allowed to fly below 500 feet above the ground, unless they
are performing a take-off or landing, the final leg is considered to extend from
the landing threshold of the runway, along the extended centerline opposite the
landing direction, until the approach path reaches 500 feet AGL.
Some may argue that the other legs of the traffic pattern are also part of a landing, supporting that you may breach minimum flight altitude before the final leg,
and that may be compliant also.
As you will see later, it may be advantageous to “end” the final leg at 300 feet
instead of 500 feet.

Base
The base leg begins when you fly a course perpendicular to the final (or closer
to perpendicular to final, than it is to parallel with the down wind or final) and it
ends when you turn onto final.
You do not turn directly from downwind onto final - as the Spitfires and Mustangs did, due to the restricted visibility from their long noses - Instead you wish
to survey the runway and the final approach area before turning in.
You do this on the base leg.

Down Wind
In theory, every airplane will aim for the point on down wind, abeam the
threshold, when approaching an airport under visual conditions.
Traditionally the down wind leg is designed to funnel traffic into a single line to
ensure traffic separation.
The abeam point - sometimes called the low-key position, in reference to the
altitude management method used during power-off landing - would be were
most aircraft begin the landing procedure; decelerate and configuring flaps and
gear.
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Traditionally the downwind extends parallel to the runway but in opposite direction, from wherever an aircraft turns from crosswind. Some consider it to end at
the point where the landing threshold is 45, but you can fly the down wind leg
further if you need. At some point, you will have flown so far away that others
will not recognise your movement.

Cross Wind
The cross wind leg, beginning at the end of the upwind leg and continuing to a
point, that will result in the downwind leg being flown approximately 0,5 to 1 NM
from the runway.
Flying the crosswind too short, will result in a base leg that is equally short,
provided all corners of the pattern are flown at 90 degrees heading chang

Roll out when the heading bug is approaching 3 o’clock
(C172SP - X-Plane 11).

Up Wind
The upwind leg, extending from the liftoff point, along the extended runway
centerline.
Though not clearly defined for VFR flight, a departure ends, when the airplane
have attained sufficient obstacle clearance. I think, most would agree, that the
upwind leg serves this purpose and normally the pilot will maintain the runway
heading until 500 feet above terrain - 1000 feet if in build-up areas.
Airfields approved by the authority, will have an area in the departure direction
splaying around 10% to either side, that is kept obstacle free to a specified distance (between 1,6 and 15 km) from the runway, depending on the airport size.
Normally nobody builds here simply because of the racket made by aeroplanes
departing and that makes the area beyond the runway a viable ditching area.
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Descend Management in the Pattern
In the traffic pattern you are supposed to manage your airplane descend, from
1000 feet above the runway, to touchdown on the runway, decelerate from
cruise speed to approach speed, and to reconfigure for landing with regards to
(gear and) flaps.
You need to determine at what point you should begin this process, with the
goal of not doing it too early, resulting in longer flying time. Nor should you do it
too late, resulting in flying an un-stabilized approach.
The pattern is traditionally flown in this way:
When you are on downwind, abeam your desired touchdown point, thats the
point you start the landing process, by reducing power to 1800 RPM (C172),
selecting first flaps position.

Distance appropriate to begin the turn to down wind (C172SP - X-Plane 11).

When you are at the point, where the touchdown point is 45 degrees to your
rear, you turn to base and select the second flaps position.

You can hardly see it, but the threshold is 45 degrees aft, time to turn base (C172SP - X-Plane 11).
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Turn to final according to your own judgement and select final flaps.
Be fully configured and with stable flight parameters prior to a given altitude
(stabilised) and land.
This, traditional, description of the pattern is simple and easy to remember and
execute.
This description does, however, not include any information about how to
achieve the results, since that would require aircraft specific details.

Glidepath
As described in the landing chapter, airplanes are designed to descend at the
final approach speed (Reference speed for the given flap setting - Vref) along a
3 degree descend path.
A 3 degree path rises 300 feet per NM.
This will provide a comfortable descend, with regards to pressure difference,
provide forward visibility and keep some power on the engine to prevent it from
cooling and to have power readily available.
Let's assume that you wish to arrive on the final, in a position that is on the 3
degree path.
If you wish to respect the stabilised criteria, you must be on final at 500 feet (or
higher).
500 feet on the 3 degree slope is located on 1,67 NM final.
Lets move backwards from that point at see when the landing procedure then
should be commenced:

Turn Loss
During the turn final you will lose more altitude, due to the angled lift vector, if
you keep power and speed constant.
Typically 50 feet for a coordinated 90 degree turn. At 550 feet you should then
start the turn from base to final to accommodate height loss during turn.
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Descend Path Angle
When you deploy flaps you will increase the descend angle. Most airplanes
have no documentation for the descend performance with flaps and power on,
but this assumption will be close to what you observe on a C172:
1800 RPM
Clean, Vref 70

200 fpm

1st Flap, Vref 70

400 fpm

2nd Flaps, Vref 70

600 fpm

Full Flaps, Vref 60

600 fpm

2000 RPM

Ft pr NM
200:1,167 =170

0 fpm

400:1,167 =340
600:1,167 =515

300 fpm

600:1,0

=600

Deceleration
You need to decelerate from cruise speed, which is normally maintained until
some point on the downwind leg.
During this deceleration you will maintain altitude, since the segment will be prolonged and harder do control, if you do it during descend.
Typically you will decelerate from 110 knots to 70 knots which will take about 30
seconds. At an average speed of 90 knots, this equates to 0,75 NM.

Tailwind on Downwind
Since you would normally have a headwind component on final, you will normally have a tailwind component on downwind.
At 1000 feet, a tailwind component of 15 knots on average may be reasonable.
This equates to 0,15 NM per minute.
If you continue to assume that the touch down point is at the runway threshold
(it is not, it is 50-100 m beyond) and you start your landing procedure there, you
will travel an additional 0,75 NM while decelerating and an additional 0,15 NM
from tailwind and are now 0,9 NM passed the abeam point with flaps in the first
position.
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Base
Since downwind is 1 NM from the runway it requires 515 feet (see table above
for flaps 2). You should roll onto base at 550+515 feet = 1065 feet AGL.
We can, already now, see that placing the downwind leg 1 NM from the runway
will not fit well with a pattern altitude of 1000 feet.

Adding the distance required to decelerate, tailwind and turnloss on final, you
should begin your landing procedure - not abeam the touch down, as tradition
dictates.
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In Summary
As you can see on the drawing you will not be able to level out on final at 500
feet using the standard pattern description, if you fly your downwind leg 0,5-1
NM away from the runway in 1000 feet.

• You will have to choose either to delay your landing procedure from the
abeam point to a later point, or;

• Accept to arrive on final at a lower altitude than 500 feet.
If you want a final from 500 feet - using the above estimated numbers - you
should be at Vref at 1000 feet until being on a 0,87 NM base. Including deceleration and tailwind, you should then begin your procedure when you have the
touchdown point 45 degrees to your rear.
If your downwind is closer than 1 NM, you must begin a little earlier.

If you want a final lower than 500 feet, eg. from 300 feet, you should instead, be
at Vref at 1000 feet until half way between the abeam point and 45 degrees forward of the abeam point.
The tailwind and deceleration distance brings your starting point back to abeam
- not the threshold - but the touch down point. If you fly closer than 1 NM, you
must begin a little earlier.
Notice that the first method will require, that you delay the landing procedure
quite a bit and that you fly outside of the standard geometry for the traffic pattern. This may not be what ATS expects and may be annoying for those flying
the circuit behind you.
Notice that the second method preserves the simpler pattern structure, but that
it is not possible to respect the stabilised criteria - at 500 feet. But since the stabilised criteria is not mandatory for leisure flying you are free to select this
method. I recommend that you do.
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Variations of the Pattern
Now that we have had, a rather - in depth - discussion on what affects the pattern, lets look at some common problems you will encounter and should have a
strategy for - or at least an awareness:

Non-Standard Altitude
You are not always flying the pattern in 1000 feet. On a few occasions the pattern altitude may be specified at a higher altitude - eg. if the pattern is located in
a populated area - but most times the reason you are not flying the pattern at
1000 feet, will simply be because the cloud layer does not allow it.
If you fly the pattern at a lower altitude, you should instead compensate by
delaying the landing procedure. Conversely, If you fly the pattern at a higher altitude, you should compensate, by either flying further away from the field, or to
begin the landing procedure earlier.
You dont need to make an exact determination, as the one i walked you through
in the previous chapter. You just need to provide some sort of compensation in
the right direction.
Use the 300 per NM rule: If the clouds dictate a pattern altitude of 700 feet AGL,
this is 300 feet lower than usual and you should delay the procedure by 1 NM.
You can do this by flying 0,5 NM closer to the field - this will cause the crosswind and base leg to be each 0,5 NM shorter. You can then keep your standard
“abeam point”.
For reference, most asphalt runways is about 1 NM long (+/-).
If you inadvertently turn to cross wind earlier than you would normally, you
should expect to reach pattern altitude much further down wind than usual.
Keep in mind that your climbing flight path is steeper into the wind and that the
track over ground, you are discarding, is doubled. A turn to crosswind at 400
feet AGL, instead of 500 feet AGL, may result in that you will not reach 1000
feet before “the abeam point”.
Its not that it cant be done, but you should anticipate the effect in order not to
get stressed up about it.
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Wind on Base
You should always ask yourself, what the wind will be on base (before you enter
the base leg).
You will either have a headwind from the left or a tailwind from the left (provided
you are landing into the wind and flying left hand circuits).
If you have tailwind on base, everything is going to happen a lot faster.
You will not have as much time available to loose altitude and you will therefore
likely be high on final.
Your turn on to base will have a prolonged oval track, reducing the distance off
the base leg track, and as your ground speed is higher, you will have to turn final earlier than you normally would.
If you instead have a headwind on final, all of the above will instead work in
your favour and because of this difference, you should identify the general wind
component on base leg in your arrival preparations and in your situational assessment, when flying the pattern.
Your compensation for the wind on base should be applied on the downwind leg
by beginning the landing procedure a little earlier or later than usual.

Wind on Final
Just as tail wind on the base leg, may cause you to have a stressed up approach, so may no wind.
Since you will be used to having some headwind component, when on the final
leg, you may be surprised by having no wind component on final, since you will
be above the normal flightpath.
In calm weather you would most likely foresee the problem since your situational awareness have included the weather but when the wind velocity, in general,
is high, but on final is mostly cross wind, you may be a little startled by the effect.
As described above, some approximate corrections in the right direction is all it
takes to compensate.

Traffic in Front
In the pattern, all types of airplanes fly together. This means that you may be
behind a pilot that is executing his or her flight, at a slower pace than you, or is
flying an airplane that has less performance than yours or is simply flying slower
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and you may need to create some additional space between your aircraft and
the one in front of you.
The most optimum remedy to create spacing to the one in front of you, is to
continue on up wind for a longer periode than you would usually. This will let the
preceding traffic get further down wind from you, before you turn to cross wind.
By using this strategy you will be able to fly the pattern with no change to your
procedures.
Once you reach pattern altitude, or within the altimeter tolerance of the pattern
altitude (+/- 100 ft), you should make a habit of checking the sector opposite to
your turn direction for traffic. This under the assumption that there may be others, that fly a larger pattern than your self.
If you know there is traffic in front of you, it is generally a good idea not to turn
base unless you have the traffic in sight.
Once you have turned to the base, you no longer have any means to give the
right of way to the preceding traffic, if it is on a wider final than you planned to
fly.
An easy plan is to continue on downwind, until you see the traffic to follow,
passing opposite, on final.
Apart from preventing you from cutting in front, it will also ensure, that the other
traffic have vacated the runway once you get to the landing your self.
If you continue on downwind longer than usual you should not begin the descent. But as you are in a slow flight configuration, it should not be a problem for
you to set the airplane up for level flight at Vref.

Bank Angle In The Pattern.
Normally when you fly and have to change course, you would typically use
about 10 degrees of bank angle. This is comfortable and changes in aircraft orientation happens at a pace, where most people have time to register the
movement and no one is uneasy.
You should not use that practice in the pattern, simply because you are less visible when using shallow bank angles.
An airplane banking at 25 degrees will display the upper side of the winds toward the other legs in the pattern and is surprisingly easy to spot, compare to a
shallow banking airplane.
When you are climbing you may choose to reduce the bankangle a little in order
not to loose too much lift.
Therefore use 20-30 degrees of bank, when flying level or descending in the
pattern and 10-20 degrees of bank, if turning during climb in the pattern.
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Adherence To The Standard Pattern
You can fly the legs of the patter any way you wish.
If there is a town positioned on the downwind leg, you can angle the downwind
to avoid the town, or make an arc around it, if you feel noice abatement is
prudent.
As with the corners of each leg you can fly the legs at other than 90 degrees to
each other, if you feel the need.
If you are high, or late, you can extend the down wind and fly a base leg that is
eg. 70 degrees to the final.
Or if you join the pattern directly on base, it is not uncommon to join a base leg
that is perhaps 50-or 60 degrees to the final course.
Normally you would call the leg according to the course your heading is closest
to.
If you are can see, on base, that you are - or will be - low, feel free to turn final
early and minimise track distance to be flown. Or if you are high, why not continue on the base leg and overshoot the final to gain track distance (unless parallel runway is in use).
The only important thing to bear in mind is what others expect.
If you fly the pattern in a way that others may not anticipate, you should announce it.
No regulation dictates that you should fly the pattern in a specific manner, but
the right of way dictates, that you should give way to aircrafts, further into the
landing process, than yourself.
You are responsible for separation to the traffic in front of you and those behind
you are responsible for separation to you, so you should not make that difficult
for them.
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To give you an idea of how busy you are, when flying the landing pattern, here
are a list of the events of the pattern, that you should train to anticipate, until
they are integral in your flying.
Use them to get an idea of how much there is to do, to supplement your
strategies and for inspiration.
Dont learn the list by heart - the pattern is action, not knowledge.
1. Yoke Back 1 inch to alleviate nose wheel
2. Yoke into the wind
3. Full power
4. Check oil and fuel pressure
5. Check static thrust
6. Release brakes, heal on the floor
7. Compensate for P-factor and wind
8. Relax wind correction
9. Prevent early rotation
10. Check IAS in the green band
11. Rotate
12. Wings level
13. Coordinate rudder
14. Establish Climb attitude
15. Trim
16. Look for ditching site
17. Monitor climb speed and attitude
18. Turn to crosswind at 500 AGL
19. Turning Climb Attitude
20. Monitor IAS
21. Heading bug near 3/9 o clock
22. Roll out
23. Monitor Climb attitude
24. Monitor Sped
25. Look for proper distance to runway
26. Look for traffic opposite your down wind.
27. Turn to downwind
28. Monitor climbing attitude
29. 50 prior, start level off
30. lower nose as speeds build up
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31. Aim for cruise attitude
32. Trim as necessary
33. 5 knots before, reduce power to cruise
34. Monitor VSI
35. Abeam touch down
36. Reduce power to 2000 (let windmill to 1800)
37. Raise the nose as speeds bleeds off
38. As soon as possible deploy first flap setting
39. Lower nose as flaps deploy
40. Continue to decelerate to Vref f10
41. Lower nose to descend at Vref f10
42. Adjust power to 12 o clock (1800RPM)
43. Trim
44. Descend attitude
45. Monitor IAS
46. Look for traffic on base and final
47. When the threshold is 45 degrees aft turn base
48. Descend attitude in turn
49. Roll out
50. Select second flaps setting
51. Lower nose as flaps deploy
52. Lower nose to descend at Vref f20
53. Trim
54. Descend attitude with more flaps
55. Monitor IAS
56. Adjust power - altitude to start final turn at 350 ft AGL.
57. Head wind turn final late / Tail wind turn final early
58. Roll out early if headwind on base / Roll out late if tail wind on base
59. Report final if needed.
60. Select final flaps
61. Lower nose
62. Decelerate to Vref for flaps full
63. Adjust power 2000 RPM
64. Aim for ROD 300 fpm
65. Add power for headwind component
66. Monitor track
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67. Decrease WCA if wind from the right
68. Increase WCA if wind from the left
69. Monitor and adjust IAS - Attitude
70. Monitor and adjust descend path - Power
71. Reduce power at 50 ft
72. Dip nose to reduce deceleration
73. Pull back to arrest descend
74. Keep flying at 3 ft
75. De-crab and bank into wind
76. Main Wheel Touchdown
77. Nose Wheel Touchdown
78. Wheel brake feel grip then apply.
79. Crosswind correct
80. Skid control
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Power-Off Landing
Approach and landing with out power is an exercise that will enable you to
make forced, off-airport landings, should your engine fail.
The manoeuvre begins, when you are abeam the selected touchdown point, at
standard pattern altitude, as with a normal landing, but instead of flying a rectangular pattern you are free to follow any flightpath to touchdown.
As you arrive at the abeam point, the engine power is set to idle and your task
is to administer the altitude you have available. Normally the criterion for success is:

• Do not land before the intended touch down point with any amount of distance.

• Do not land more than 100 meters after the intended touch down point (three
centerline markings!).

These limitations are meant to simulate the landing site you would pick, if you
were to make a forced landing in reality. Very often this would be a farmed field
with a ditch or dike before the field and a limited distance available to the end of
the field.
Air Distance
You may choose any flightpath to reach the touch down point and the challenge
is to administer the inevitable altitude loss to reach the landing window.
Ideally the flight path is one continuous turn towards the runway, starting from
the abeam point on the down wind position and is managed in the following
way:

• If you assess that you are becoming low on the approach path, increase the
bank angle.

• If you assess that you are becoming high on the approach path, decrease the
bank angel.

Wind
You must consider the effect the wind has on your flight path, to a greater extend, than in the standard pattern, since you have only air distance as an available tool - no power.
Head Wind from the Down Wind Side
If the wind is in the runway direction, from the left:

• You will have tailwind on the first quarter but will be pushed onto the final during the second quarter turn.

• You can probably fly the stil air track, the two effects may cancel out.
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Head wind from the non-down wind side
If the wind is in the runway direction, from the right:

• You will have tailwind on the first quarter and will be pushed away from the
final during the second quarter turn.

• You should turn in early, both effects are working agains you.
Strong Wind
Whenever the wind has a velocity more than what you are use to, always turn in
early because any misjudging on your part will show negative results very
quickly.
Winds at pattern altitude is likely to be much stronger than the reported surface
wind.
No Wind
A still air, or nearly calm condition, may also be tricky, mostly because you are
not used to it and are therefore likely to turn in too early. For this reason you
should delay the turn.
Temperature
Consider the temperature in the air below you. If the density varies from what
you are used to, this may have a significant effect on your assessment.
Normally there will be a uniform density below in “the planetary boundary layer”
(roughly below 3000 feet) except for the last 100 feet, were the radiation heat
from the surface lowers the density.
On a normal day, you dont notice this since it is easily absorbed in the flare
manoeuvre. But make a note, that most all airplanes throttle up just before they
passe the runway threshold - provided they follow the standard flight path and
are not “coasting” in. This is most likely because they are encountering the
lower, warmer, layer of air.
Typical Scenarios Are:

• Cold winter days with little sun, or low sun position. The air density will then

be uniform, from the surface to the pattern altitude and you will tend to be
long, because the normal loss of density does not occur and you are used to
including that in your assessment. If you recognise this condition, you should
aim a little lower than usual.

• Days with intense sunshine in polar air masses. The air density may appear
normal, but at the surface there is likely to be lower density, than usual, and
you will tend to land short, because the loss of density is greater than you are
used to. If you recognise this condition, you should aim a little higher than
usual.

Flaps
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You can use the flaps to adjust your approach path. If you wish to have a steeper descend path, deploy some flaps.
There are two schools of thought: Those who advocate the incremental use of
flaps, because that is what you normally do in the landing sequence. And those
that advocate seleting all the flaps at the last minute.
Personally I prefer to fly the approach with out the flaps deployed, to have the
same glide angle though out and selecting all the flaps at once, when 100-150
feet above the surface.
Also, deploying flaps is a commitment. You cannot retract them without having
an additional altitude loss.
Other Considerations
If you turn in too late, you are doomed. You cannot regain altitude and the game
is lost. If it where for real, you would probably injure yourself. If it is a skill
demonstration, show initiative, go-around and plea for a second attempt.
On the other hand, if you turn in too early, you can easily turn away again. Conclusion: it is advantageous to error on the side of caution. In real life and when
demonstrating.
If you did turn in too early and want to turn away again, turn away with consideration, do not to turn your back to the selected landing site.
Personally I choose to overshoot the final, rather than making a turn away from
the landing site, if I become high during the approach.
Personally I suggest that you only use side slip in cases were you are much too
high, since it may be difficult to assess how much influence the sideslip has.
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Using Radio Navigation
When you are flying according to the visual flight rules as a leisure pilot, you
have some radio navigation aids available to you. Though you may conduct a
VFR flight solely based on referencing what you see to your map you may feel
no need to use the radio navigation aids. You are however required to be able
to control any instrumentation onboard the aircraft you pilot including any of the
navigation receivers.
At the Skill test or at a Proficiency Check you may also be asked to demonstrate your use of the navigation radios.
There are 3 types of radio navigation aids that you should be able to use:

• The GPS receiver
• The VOR reciever
• The ADF reciever

Global Positioning System
These days the most useful radio navigation aid is probably the GPS receiver,
that can navigate from any point on the earth to any point on the earth in
straight lines. GPS systems can also provide track guidance for curved paths,
but that is only practised under instrument flight rules (approach and arrival) and
requires additional special qualifications.
Compare to the other navigation radios, the GPS require very little explanation
to interpret. Normally it is equipped with a graphic presentation of your position
and your surroundings, as a map. Simpler or older systems will only show you
your position in latitude longitude format and in relation to a bearing, just as the
VOR or an ADF.
There are no defined standard for the interface of the GPS, but all receivers, I
have come across, are used by entering the point you wish to fly to into the
GPS using either a keyboard similar to older mobile phones (where one button
have more than one letter) or a knob with witch you can turn your way to the letter or number you want.
The GPS have a database containing all radio navigation points defined for civil
aviation, including all airports and radio beacons. They are defined and selected
by:

•
•
•
•

Radio navigation points: 5 letters or numbers
Airports: 4 letters or numbers (US)
VOR: 3 letters
Locator Beacons: 2 or 3 letters.
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The database may also contain information about airspaces.
If you wish to fly to a particular city, a VFR reporting point or another location
that is not defined in the data base, you must create a custom waypoint yourself
by storing the latitude/longitude coordinates in the GPS database and then select it. Custom waypoints can often be created using a screen cursor.
So you see you need information in advance to use the GPS. You need to learn
the name of the navigation point that is positioned near the place you wish to fly
to, before you can use the GPS. Airports and radio beacons are shown on VFR
charts, but since nearly all the waypoints are created with IFR in mind, they are
presented on IFR charts or Instrument Approach Charts.
The database is valid for a period of 28 days. If it is not updated, waypoints in
the database may have been changed or revoked. Though you can very well
use it, you may not rely on a GPS with a database that has expired.
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Bearings
A bearing is simply the angle between any selected reference and the line that
extends to the object to which the bearing is taken. In aviation the selected reference, when flying, is either aircraft heading or magnetic north.
A bearing can be used in any of its two directions - either from the observer to
the observed or in the opposite direction.
In the old days when Morse code was used to communicate this type of information, bearings were named by Q-codes. Q-codes are 3 letter codes beginning
with the letter Q and the naming convention have survived until today and are
still used.
QDM is the code for the bearing you should fly if you want to Meet the station.
QDR is the code for the bearing measured in Reverse.
QDM/R are bearings that are relative to magnetic north (at the station). There is
a similar pair that are relative to true north (at the station) called QUJ/QTE, but
honestly that is only of academic interest, since you as a leisure pilot will not
use them.

Bearing is simply the direction from the
aircraft to an object or the other way.

Bearings are divided into classifications for how accurate they are.
Class A bearings are accurate within +/- 2 degrees, eg. VOR.
Class B bearings are accurate within +/- 5 degrees, eg. ADF.
Class C bearings are accurate within +/- 10 degrees
Class D bearings are those less accurate that class C.
Two determine your position you need bearings from two locations or a bearing
and a distance from one location. X marks the spot - meaning that your position
is were the two bearings cross.
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Automatic Direction Finding
Looking at the ADF/NDB concept it appears not very useful and ridiculously
complicated to apply.
The system was established in a time of much less technological availability for
use in cockpits with up to 5 crew members.
Looking at it today, it can be celebrated as the cheapest radionavigation system
to run and the longest living navigation technology.
ICAO had planned for its decommission by 2015, but later it was found further
useful as the cheapest back up solution for GPS and it is still running world
wide.
The ADF simply point to the station. This is rather intuitive and most will under
stand, that if you point the aircraft to were the ADF is pointing, you will eventually arrive at the beacon.
Thats it. Most examiners will not require you to do more than this.

Taking Bearings On The ADF
The ADF can provide the same information as the VOR, but that requires som
mental juggling.
The ADF points relative to the aircraft heading. This is called a relative bearing.
If you convert the bearing relative to the aircraft heading into a bearing relative
to north, you will get an absolute bearing - either magnetic bearing or a true
bearing, depending on the chosen north.
Pilots normally call an absolute bearing: a bearing, and; only in the case of relative bearings, stipulates that it is relative.
Since nobody flies according to true north any more, bearings are assumed to
be magnetic.
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If the ADF points 30 degrees to the right - the relative bearing is 30 - and you
are flying heading 300.

The bearing to the station - the absolute bearing - is 330 degrees.
Its a magnetic (absolute) bearing because to reference it to magnetic north (via
the compass and the deviation table).
If the ADF points 30 degrees to the left - the relative bearing is -30 (or 330) and you are flying heading 300.
The bearing to the station - the absolute bearing - is 270 degrees.
It is, in both cases, a magnetic bearing because to reference it to magnetic
north (via the compass and the deviation table).

Bearings are therefore calculated:
Heading + Relative Bearing = Absolute Bearing.
If you do not use plus or minus terminology regarding relative bearings, remember to subtract 360 for all values greater than 360.
You can look either at the point of the needle to determine QDM bearing, but
you can just as well use the end of the needle, to determine the QDR.

If you use the end that is closest to your flown heading, you will have the easiest calculation and reading of the relative bearing. If it’s the end, it’s QDR, if it is
the point, it’s QDM.
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Intercepting The ADF Bearing
If you wish to intercept a particular bearing toward a beacon, do the following:

Determine your current bearing on the gyro compass.
Locate the desired bearing on the gyro compass.
Double the difference between your current bearing and the desired bearing
and add it to you current heading. This is the intercept heading.
You can also use either 30 or 60 degrees intercepts, meaning that you add 30
or 60 degrees to the desired bearing. This is the intercept heading.

• Use double difference for bearing difference less than 30 degrees.
• Use 30 degrees intercept, when the station is within 5 NM and bearing difference is less than 60.

• Use 60 degrees intercept, when the station is more than 5 NM away and
bearing difference is more than 30.

On the intercept heading, when the bearing difference decreases, you can reduce your intercept for a smoother roll out. Eg. When you are on a 60 degrees
intercept, reduce the intercept to 30 degrees, when your current bearing is 10
degrees away from your desired bearing - or use double difference principle.
If you are far from the beacon (>10NM), fly close the desired bearing, before
you reduce. If you are close to the beacon (5-10 NM) reduce the intercept to
avoid overshooting.
Once you are on the desire bearing, your task is to maintain it, by applying wind
correction.
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The bearing of the ADF will most certainly drift. To correct for drift, imagine your
aircraft is attached to the blunt end of the ADF pointer.
If you wish the arrow end of the pointer to move left (decrease your bearing)
you now see that you (the aircraft attached to the end) most turn in the opposite
direction.
If you instead at tracking a bearing away from the beacon (a QDR) you now
wish the blunt end of the pointer to remain on your desired bearing. If you pointer end moves left of the desired bearing, you can easily determine that you
must drag it to the right by turning to the right.
This is the rationale by the idiotic memory aid: More QDM steer less, Less QDM
steer more, but I find it easier to visualise as described.

Determining Wind Correction
You can calculate your wind correction by dividing your crosswind component
by your air speed factor.
You can estimate your crosswind component by projecting your track and the
wind direction on to you gyro compass:
Your air speed factor is the number of NM you travel in a minute in stead of an
hour. It is easily determined by dividing your air speed by 60.
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VHF Omnidirectional Range
“Omni” meaning “all” combined with directional, suggests that the VOR can be
used from any direction. But why the word “range” is included in the VOR naming is not entirely clear, since the VOR does not transmit any distance information.
In the early days of radio navigation, radio marker beacons, called “radio
ranges”, were placed at the end and beginnings of airways, and when pilots
flew over they were able to determine how far along the route they were. It appears to be the origin of the name.
So, according to its name, a VOR is a beacon that transmits radio waves in the
VHF spectrum (30-300 MHz), that can be used from any direction, not to give
distance but to give bearing.
The VOR transmits bearing information, that is decoded onboard the aircraft.
The information transmitted is essentially, in what direction the aircraft is positioned relative to the station. The VOR transmitting station is referencing the
bearing to magnetic north (at the transmitters location). In the VOR receiver, the
bearing information is presented on the Instrument dial.
When the needle is centred, the aircraft is on the selected bearing. The TO/
FROM indicator will show weather the 12 o clock position of the instrument dial
will indicate bearing to the station or bearing from the station.
You can use the VOR receiver in two ways:

• Taking a bearing for the purpose of determining your position, or;
• Follow a constant bearing to or from the VOR station.

Bearings On The VOR
If you wish to know you bearing for the purpose of determining your position,
you should take the bearing from the station. You can achieve this by setting up
the instrument with the needle centred and a from indication. You can now read
the bearing at the 12 o clock position of the instrument.
But since a bearing is always available in two directions, you can also set up the
instrument with a centred needle and a to indication if you wish. But then you
should read the bearing in the 6 o clock position of the instrument.
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Intercepting Bearings On The VOR
When you wish to intercept and follow a particular bearing by using the VOR
system, the procedure is a little less taxing on mental resources than the ADF.
If you fly towards the station via a particular bearing, first set the desired bearing
in the 12 o clock position on the instrument.
Verify that you have a TO indication. If there is no TO indication, you cannot do
it, because the selected radial is on the other side of the VOR beacon.
Once you have set the desired bearing in the top of the instrument, determine if
the Course Deviation Pointer (the needle) is deflecting left or right.
Simply read of the number that is located left or right from the selected bearing
by the amount of intercept angel you desire.
Let’s say you have selected to fly to a VOR on bearing 200. You select 200 in
the top of instrument. Let’s assume that the CDI deflects to the right. Let’s also
assume that you are more then 10 NM from the station and you therefore
choose to intercept by 60 degrees. You then count 60 degrees to the right of the
selected bearing (200), which is 260 degrees. This is your intercept heading.
Let’s instead assume that the CDI deflects to the left. You now instead count 60
degrees to the left of the 12 o clock position to find your intercept heading,
which will be 140 degrees.
If you wish to intercept a bearing that leads away from the station, you to exactly the same, except you verify a FROM indication, to determine that you
have a valid solution.
Note that the heading you are holding is not included in determining your intercept heading. You simply turn the shortest way to the intercept heading.
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Emergencies
Emergency is define as a situation that is dangerous and that requires immediate action.
In theory flying an aircraft should not be dangerous - but it is!
In theory the aircraft should not malfunction - but it does!
Basic risk management dictates, that if some occurrence is either unacceptably,
dangerous or unacceptably frequent, it should be mitigated. Mitigation means
that things should be arranged to prevent, that they occur as often or that the
danger from their occurrence is limited.
Some aircraft malfunctions rarely occur and are not addressed - eg. wings falling off during flight. But history have shown that some other occurrences do appear and that they are easily survivable, if handled correctly, but disastrous if
handled wrong.
Many threatening situations are addressed in the aircraft flight manual and you
can solve them simply by following the instructions.
But some situations are time critical and will not allow you to read a manual or
contact someone. It is these situation you must train, so you have a plan of action ready to apply, if they arise.
And that is the challenge, for you, as a new pilot - to be able to recall, if not
complex procedures, then long ones, very quickly.
They are not to be applied in a fast manner, but instead effectively - meaning
without hesitation. So you will have a little excess mental resource, if you seek
some logic and understand the procedure rather than memorising it.
Two major themes are particularly important that are both characterised by leaving no time to think:

• If the airplane looses power and is unable to fly
• If the airplane catches on fire.
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Engine Failure - Forced Landing
If the engine fails, the wings are still attached to the (civilian) airplane, which
means, that it will keep flying on momentum alone.
It will be at the cost of altitude and you altitude, at the time of failure, is then the
limiting factor for the range at your disposal after the loss of power.

Planning
The best mitigation, that will let you walk away from a forced landing, is the
planned altitude for the flight and the selection of terrain to overfly.
If you plan a low altitude flight, you will have little time to deal with the malfunctions, little time to select a landing site and little range to avoid obstacles.
If your engine have to fail, I am certain it will happen when you are over a large
forrest, a body of water, not when you are on downwind to a 2 km hard surface
runway.
Though you may actually survive a landing attempt on most natural surfaces, an
area of buildings will probably not only injure yourself, but also others.
Dont be tempted by large roads, they have light posts and electrical power
lines, that are difficult to see from the air.

Actions When No Time Is Available
If your engine fails, when you have no time to act, eg. during take-off climb, your
task is simply to keep control over the aircraft.
This, simply, requires that you keep airspeed above stall and your only necessary action, is to lower the nose and land wherever you can.
This is particularly essential during the take-off climb where the airplane is in a
climbing attitude, that will bleed off airspeed very quickly.
If you are able, you should attain the best glide speed. This speed will let you
cover the most distance, though you may be forced to settle for less, eg when
recovering from a failure in the take-off climb.
If you are not comfortable with landing in the terrain ahead of you, you may benefit from flying at a lower airspeed than the best glide and prefer to fly at the
airspeed resulting in the lowest descend rate (impact speed). This is usually
around the speed for Vx.
If you encounter engine failure in the take-off climb, you will most likely de-rotate rather violently, to prevent as much airspeed loss as you can.
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When you reach the surface again, you may be forced to re-rotate, rather violently, to arrest the descend and you must have some margin to stall speed in
order to sustain the G force arising from the re-rotation.

Actions when Time available
Should your engine fail and you have time available, you have two task:

• Checklist
• Landing
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Checklist
The purpose of the checklist is to determine, if you can get it the engine started
again.
Most aircraft systems are redundant, so a secondary systems is available and
you should check, if that can keep you flying.
It should be done as a do-then-read checklist.
The engine will normally stop working if it is not supplied with:

• Fuel
• Air
• Sparks
All engine failure check lists (that I have come across) will therefore ask you to:

•
•
•
•

Switch tank or isolate one or the other - one may be blocked or empty.
Enrich the fuel to air mixture - it may be too lean.
Activate electrical fuel pumps - the engine driven may be at fault.
Apply carburettor heat to remove induction ice or open an alternate air intake
- it may be blocked.

• Check if one of the ignition systems alone is working.
Many pilots arrange these actions according to their physical position in the
cockpit so a particular route will cover the required controls to be addressed.
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In the C172 you may begin with to the trim wheel and turn it three times nose up
(for best gide speed); then move to the fuel selector on the floor between the
front seats, move up to the mixture handle to set rich mixture; move left to the
the carburettor heat to select it on; move further left to check the ignition switch
positions.
You will then have made a recognisable movement, that is easier to remember,
than the individual steps and their rationale.
Some argue, that this may not be in the order that the manufacturer recommend
you to do it and, on more complex systems, you should consider that one system may affect the operation of another and thoroughly consider the effect of
changing the order of action to be applied, to obtain a logical scan-flow-sequence.

Landing, Off Airport
If you cannot get the engine to run again, you should quickly identify a place to
land and start the approach.
If you have general orientation of the wind direction, you will make it much easier to perform the forced landing.
You want to land into the wind, since this reduce any impact load and require
the shortest distance to land.
There are four scenarios to consider, listed in order of desirability:
1. If you have the wind to your left, you do not have to change you heading.
You are on left base, to a landing site you have not yet selected. You need
only to look to the left for a spot. As soon as you find a suitable landing site,
you can begin to adjust your flight path, to manage the altitude loss.
2. If you have the wind on your right, you also do not have to change your
heading. You are on right base to a landing site you have not yet selected,
but you are bothered with looking across the cockpit for a spot on your right.
3. If you have the wind ahead of you, you should turn right, to obtain the first
situation.
4. If you have the wind behind you, you should turn left to obtain the first situation.
You should, of course, do neither of the above if they bring you into a less favourable situation, eg. dont turn into a forrest or a town.
Assess the trade-off between the available landing sites and cross wind.
Once you have decided to land, you should cut off fuel to the engine, so it will
not come to life all of a sudden and ruin the approach.
To prevent fire in the event of a crash, normally the checklist dictates that both
the mixture and the fuel tank are closed to prevent fuel spills. For the same
reason the electrical system is closed, using the master switch, to prevent any
short circuits to start a flame.
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Selecting a Landing Site
Determining a suitable landing site from the air, is not easy. What you see from
1000 feet, may turn out to have different properties when you come down close,
but here are some general guidelines that most agree upon:
The most essential criteria is that the selected area is long enough, It is also
ideal if no obstacles are present in the approach end, unless you are able to
land far into the area.
Select a field that have been harvested over one that hasn't, since the long
crops will tend to grip the protruding parts of the airplane and cause it to tumble
along one or more axis.
You should avoid to areas with moist underground, if possible, since this may
cause the aircraft to sink into the surface and roll over. Moist surfaces may be
identified by a darker shade than the surrounding surface.
If you are forced to land in the water, consider to land along the swells if they
are large, so the aircraft is not caught on the top and falls into to gap.
If you are forced to land in water that is dead calm, you should not flare the airplane at all, since your depth perception may have no reference to assess altitude by.
You are then better off by reducing the airspeed to minimum rate of descend
and simply fly into the water, rather than stalling in what you thought was 3
meters, but turned out to be 30 meters.
If you must land in forrest, you may be better off by simply stalling the aircraft in
the tree tops to have the lowest possible impact speed and let the branches
break the fall.
If you have a plowed field available that is longer than other options, consider
accept some crosswind in order to land along the plow furrows, basically for the
same reason as landing along the swells.
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Managing Altitude
Forced landings are trained in the landing pattern. They are normally referred to
as “power off landing” and besides from being a measure of your stick-and-rudder skills, it is a means to train off-airport landings, particularly the final approach, since you are not allowed to fly below minimum altitudes elsewere.
So, you will be trained to perform a gliding approach and to land the aircraft
from an “abeam the threshold” position, from an altitude of around 1000 feet
above the surface.
If you are at a higher altitude than the “abeam position”, chances are that you
will bring your self in a poor approach position, if you have no method to deal
with the excess altitude and you may even altogether miss the selected landing
site.
If you are at an altitude, significantly higher than standard pattern altitude, your
strategy should be, to locate a landing site and identify the abeam position.
Once you have the abeam position, manoeuvre so you will arrive near it facing
in the down wind direction.
You should manage your altitude loss by circling the abeam position, which will
allow you to turn into it, whenever you feel you are getting low.
You should never turn your back to the selected abeam position since it may be
difficult to regain sight of it, particularly if you are changing altitude or perspective.

Looks like this pilots turns his back to the landing site, while manoeuvring for
low key position - lets hope he/she makes it.

Some pilots refer to his concept as the “high-key/low-key” positions, where the
low key position is the same as the abeam position and the high key position is
the point you are at when the manoeuvre begins. Perhaps with reference to the
photography lighting terminology, where high key signifies that the entire scene
is lit and visible and low key signifies, that only parts of the set is lit and visible.
If you have a lot of altitude available, and need a lot of gliding distance covered,
eg. over water, you may benefit from maintaining altitude and let the aircraft
bleed of airspeed below best glide speed and into the stall region, for the purMADSHDK - All Rights Reserved.
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pose of stopping the propeller. This is however uncharted territory, since no data
exist regarding the glide performance of the aircraft with the propeller stopped
or the cost of stopping it.
It is my experience that a two blade fixed pitch propeller that is stopped, will
provide a better glide performance than with the propeller windmilling.
This may not be the case for a three bladed propeller or a variable pitch propeller since they have a larger surface area that may out weigh the benefits.
I suggest that you only consider this option if you are above 5000 feet and
forced into icy waters or large wilderne areas where distance spend on the surface is a critical issue.

Other Items
Apart from performing the checklist items, you may want you tend to a few other
task, mainly call for aid on the radio and calm or instruct your passengers.
You should perhaps give priority to radio communication since the range of your
radiotransmission diminishes, the lower you are.
Depending on the area of operation, you may even choose to let radio communication have a higher priority than checklists.
When you transmit your distress call, be prepared to deal with the ensuing incoming reply, that may request more information or direct you to a different frequency.
Dont let yourself become distracted by a conversation. If the distress call contains your location, then someone should be coming to look for you, if you are
“indisposed” after the landing. You should simply decide not to respond, if you
do not have time to correspond.
If you did not give your passengers a briefing prior to departure, now is the time
you wish you had.
The passengers may be the ones, that will administer first aid to you, once you
are on the ground and it would be a shame, if they were not aware that a first
aid kit was located in the baggage compartment, how the doors operate or
where the fire extinguisher was.
Passengers are normally helpless onboard the flight and they will do irrational
things to fight this feeling.
You need to let them know that you are working on getting everyone out of this,
so they dont need to take action themselves. Giving simple instructions such as
“fasten your seat belts” and re-iterating relevant parts of the briefing you gave
on the ground, may create just the impression that things are going to be OK,
calm them down and allow you to work undisturbed.
This cannot, however, be at the expense of the other actions required and
sometime you are forced to ask everyone to shut up - even the flight instructor
or the examiner.
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Partial Failure
On some occasions, the engine does not stop entirely but instead continues to
produce thrust.
As long as this is the case, keep it going and fly towards the nearest or most
favourable landing site, under the assumption that the engine could stop at any
time and therefore avoiding any area, you cannot make a forced landing into.
If on the other hand the engine does not produce sufficient thrust to maintain
altitude, you should deliberately shut it down, since your training is made for the
total loss scenario and you are likely to missjudge your approach path if you
have partial thrust applied.

Fire
If the aircraft catches fire, you will have very little time to decide your action.
When the airplane is flying, a lot of air is available to fuel a fire and temperatures may be so high, as to melt the aluminum and steel structure, if not dealt
with.
You can usually deal with a fire in the cabin without disabling the aircraft, since
the cabin is made from fire-retardant materials.
Cabin fires are problematic mostly if the area on fire is inaccessible. If the fire is
in the open, it should be extinguished by covering it and the fire extinguisher
should only be used if no other remedy is available or effective, since it may be
harmfull to inhale.
However the same is true for any fumes from a fire, so you should make a trade
off between the possibility to stay inside, after the fire is controlled and the use
of the fire extinguisher.

Engine Fire, In Flight
Most any fire in the engine compartment will be a result of a fuel leak. There are
not many items available, in the engine compartment, that are flammable.
This means that the fire will die away, as soon as you stop feeding it, by shutting off the fuel supply.
If you select the fuel tank to off, there is still some fuel in the feed lines, normally
5-10 liters, and you should therefore also cut off the mixture and stop any stoppable fuel pumps.
Once this is done you have no other remedies to apply, before you get on the
ground.
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Since the cabin air very often is warmed by leading it around the exhaust manifold, most checklists dictate, that you close the cabin air inlets to prevent toxic
fumes to enter.
As you have shut down the engine, the rest of the manoeuvre is a forced landing.
Since you have shut down the engine on purpose, you, off course, omit the part
of the forced landing where you try to restart the engine.

Engine Fire, In The Take-off Climb
If engine catches on fire, while you are in the initial part of the take-off climb,
you may choose not to shut it down, immediately, for the purpose of gaining
some altitude.
An engine on fire, is still a thrust producing engine and the risk of keeping the
engine running for 30 seconds, may be what is required to be able to reach a
more suitable landing site.
I suggest that you keep the engine running until 500 feet above the take-off surface, before shutting it down and be prepared to react if the engine shuts down
on its own, before that.

Engine Fire, On The Ground
If the aircraft catches on fire while on the ground, you could simply leave the
aircraft and everyone will survive, without injury.
However, you may consider that it may be worth, to save the aircraft, by doing
some simple actions. You may also consider that an aircraft on fire, is still an
aircraft engine that is turning and maybe an aircraft that is moving.
You should therefore:

• First bring the aircraft to a stop.
• Secondly limit the extend of the fire, by shutting off the fuel supply.
• Finally you should plan for the evacuation to occur away from a running engine and into the wind to prevent inhalation of toxic fumes.

Engine fires on the ground are quite common, though maybe not frequent. The
majority of engine fires on the ground occurs during startup and are caused by
too much priming.
Many aircraft engines have the carburettor and and intake manifold, placed under the engine. This means that if the engine is primed too much, by injecting
fuel into the cylinders directly, the excess fuel may run backwards in the intake
system and end up in the air filter and intake duct.
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Because of this design, many flight manuals suggest that you keep cranking the
engine with the starter motor, after you have cut off the fuel supply. This will
keep air flowing through the intake, into the cylinders and may take along with it,
any flammable fumes and thus extinguishing the fire.
You may not be able to determine from inside the cockpit, weather the fire is in
the induction system or some other location, or if cranking the engine is swallowing the flame, so after having cranked the engine for some time, maybe 30
seconds, it may be better to evacuate the aircraft and empty the portable fire
extinguisher into the air intake instead.

Electrical Fire
Electric fires may occur as a result from some component of the electrical system failing.
They are easily recognised by the smell of burning electronics and they may
create a lot of smoke and unpleasant smells.
They are however easily dealt with: Simply remove all electrical power.
The engine has its own electrical system (the magnetos) and as you know, will
keep running regardless of the master switch position (do not switch of the
magnetos - no components in the ignition system is likely to catch on fire).
As soon as you have removed the electrical power, in theory, no electrical fire
can be sustained and you have plenty of time to handle the checklist procedure.
Most electrical malfunction checklist are concerned with locating the failed
device, disconnect it, and then turning on the remaining systems again.
A faulty system may easily be identified by monitoring the current flow or
voltage, while turning on systems.
The idea is simply:

•
•
•
•

Select the master switch to OFF,
Select OFF, on all the electrical systems individually
Turn the masterswitch ON again,
Turn ON again, each system until you discover the faulty one and then leave
this OFF.
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Landing Without Flaps
If you cannot extend the flaps, you will have a higher approach speed and a different touch down attitude.
You should have no problem flying the approach in the slow-flight-with-out-flaps
configuration, but you may find that the flare and touch down is significantly different than the normal touchdown.
The main difference will be, that the flare and touchdown attitude is very high.
So you may have difficulty seeing outside, which may influence you ability to
maintain direction and assess flare height.

Another thing you should note is that the airplane, not only has a higher approach speed, in this configuration, but also a lower drag profile.
This means that the deceleration in the flare, is very much longer than normal
and you will be using a lot of runway - at least twice of what you used to.
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Navigation Flying
In reality one does not need preparation to fly.
If there is fuel on the airplane, it will fly. To navigate, I will just take off, fly over to
my cousins house and from there to my dads and from there I can see the
ocean.
If you are not as familiar with your surroundings, you can, instead, draw your
intended route in the map and use the signatures in the map for reference to
what you observe looking out the window of the airplane.
When you are in the cockpit, it will be a great aid to quickly find your position, in
the map, along the pencil line, and then find features in the map, that should be
ahead of you, that you can identify and fly to.
Typical features are forrests, towns, lakes, hills, or similar - rather large - landscape features.
At first, when you are airborne, it is difficult to see, because of the high nose attitude obscuring your forward visibility.
Because of this you should include. in your departure briefing, the first heading
to follow, or features to look for, when you reach cruising altitude.
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Once you have a fix on your position, try to think ahead, what to look for ahead,
on your planned track.
The concept is:

• you determine what you should be seeing ahead, from the map,
• you obtain visual contact with the point,
• You fly over to the point, while thinking of what you should be seeing ahead.

As you can imaging, the point you wish to navigate by, needs to be of such a
nature, that they are visible from the altitude you are flying.
From the air many elements do not appear as they are shown in the map,
simply because you view the map top-down, but you see the landscape at a
shallow angle.
Only distinct or large buildings such as churches or isolated factories are suitable as landmarks to navigate by, dont count on identifying the house of your
highschool sweetheart.
You can also combine things: The town that the railroad runs into, etc.
Choose large elements, such as forrests or lakes, if they have distinct features,
such as being the only one or having unique features, such as a lake with an
island in it.
You can use features along your track as well as feature on your track.
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You should consider the visibility when choosing landmarks. If you are flying in
12 km visibility, it may not appear marginal, but many of the features you are
used to see in 25-30 km, such as coastlines, major cities, are no longer visible.
Particularly during night flights, where you are used to navigating by citylight,
visibility, that may be alright during the day, offers very little visual reference at
night.
When you navigate, you should have a finger pointing at the next landmark you
expect to see and once you have located it, and are certain you will overfly it,
put your finger on the next reference you expect to use.
It is not that you should forget, that you intend to fly over to the forrest. It is that
once you see the forrest, you see that there is a city alongside it and you now
wish to reference the map, to verify that is in fact correct.
If you finger is already pointing to the forrest, you need not spend a lot of time
scanning the map for your reference.
Many schools use the following process steps when flying over a landmark that
is also a waypoint in your flight plan:

•
•
•
•

Time - Note the time for the waypoint passage.
Turn - Turn to the new course.
Throttle - Adjust or verify throttle for next leg.
Talk - Revise your flight deck log and report passage to ATS.
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If You Are Lost
If you no longer know were you are, dont fly any further.
Think about when your last remember you weren't lost. It is probably not very
long ago, maybe 5 minutes?
You typically fly about 1,5-2 NM per minute, so if you were not lost 5 minutes
ago, you are no further of track, than 10 NM.
If you continue to fly in a straight line, you are flying further away from you last
know position and your position uncertainty becomes greater.
Instead you should do the following:

• Fly in a circle over a significant feature that is easy to maintain visual contact
with.

• Find you last know position in the map.
• Look in the map, inside a circle with a radius equal the the distance flown in
the time since your last know position - estimating 2 NM per minute.

• Try to locate landmarks inside the circle and re-establish your position
awareness.

• If you cannot locate landmarks, try making a cross bearing using two radio
navigation beacons (or one with co-located DME).

• If you have no radio navigation available, ask a ground station.
There is no shame in loosing position awareness if and using ATS for help.
There is only shame in not using the means available to you - particularly if you
interfere with other traffic, by violating a controlled or restricted airspace.
Once you have regained position awareness, should navigate back to your
planned track before advancing your flight. Maybe you are able to proceed from
your newfound position, but remember that your flight deck log and your map
preparation is not available to your before you rejoin the planned route.
Once you are back on track, it is important that you update your accumulated
flight time, so you know your fuel status and can determine if a diversion is
need.
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Preparing a Flight
Preparing a flight often appears to be a complex task, involving a myriad of proces steps that nobody can remember.
In reality you could just fill up the tanks and go. But there are some regulatory
requirements that you must satisfy and they are the logic behind the pre-flight
planning.
I am going to focus only on the flights that begin at one airport and ends at a
different airport.
There are some less stringent requirements, if you intent to depart and land on
the same airport and some even lower requirements if you stay close the the
airport, but you can check those out on your own time.
The requirements do not force you to document, that you fulfil them, though
your flight school may, but I suggest that you do, since this will be useful to
have, if the flight is not progressing as expected.
Weather and NOTAM
Legal references:
•

NCO.OP.135 Flight preparation

•

SERA 2010 Responsibility of the PIC

•

SERA 3105 Minimum Heights

•

SERA 5001 VMC minima

•

NCO.OP.135 Flight Preparation

You must determine that the weather will allow for the planned flight with regards to:
• Clouds, allowing you to fly above the minimum altitudes but maintain required
distance to the cloud base.
• Visibility, allowing you to fly in the relevant airspaces.
TAF, Low Level Forecast or an interview with the MET office will cover this.
You must also determine if there are any degradations in the availability of facilities, such as runways, opening hours etc. This is published in NOTAM.
Runways
Legal references:
NCO.OP.100 Use of aerodromes
NCO.POL.110 Performance - general

You must determine that the airplane is able to take off and land at the airports
you intend to use, at the planned time of use. In order to do that, you need to
know:

• The wind, at the planned departure time
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• The mass of the airplane
The above MET informations will contain wind data, but to know the mass you
the airplane you must make a loading calculation.
When you determine if you can use a given runway at your destination, you
should assume that no headwind exists at the planned arrival time. If you are
dependant on head wind conditions being available at your destination, you
should bring fuel along that will allow you to land at a different airport, in the
event that the required wind is not present when you get there.
This is not the same as an alternate airport, since specific requirements exists
for alternate, but instead you plan a flight to an airport that you know you can
use, but via the airport you actually want to land at. It would be more correct to
call it a planned diversion, rather than a destination alternate.

Load
Legal references:
•

NCO.POL.105 Weighing

You must determine that the airplane is loaded within its designed limitations.
To complete the loading calculation you need to know:

• The mass of the persons and cargo on board
• How much fuel you intend to carry.
You can use standard masses for passengers if you wish, but you can also ask
them or actually weight them.
To learn how much fuel you intent to carry, you need to determine how much
you need.
Fuel
Legal references:
•

SERA 2010 Responsibility of the PIC

•

NCO.OP.125 Fuel and oil supply

You are required to determine how much fuel you need to have on board the
aircraft when you become airborne. To do this you must determine:

•
•
•
•
•

How long each of you track segments are
What your ground speed for each segment are at the planned time of flying
How many many minutes of flight that results in.
How much more fuel you need to compensate for climbs, taxi and warmup.
How much additional fuel you are required to carry (30 minutes for day VFR,
45 minutes for night VFR)

• How much extra fuel you choose to carry on top of the above.
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Normally all these, above listed required informations, are filled into a kind of
spread sheet (a physical one) to use for reference when you are in the cockpit.
This is called a flight deck log - since you log the progress of the flight in it.
Other than documenting the above requirements you may use it to monitor your
flight progress and to aid your navigation and there may also be some build in
cross checks of your calculation of time and fuel, to discover if you made errors.
The main advantage to using the flight deck log, is that you can monitor your
fuel consumption. You carry at least 30 minutes of contingency fuel.
When looking at the requirement one could get the impression that the extra 30
minutes may only be used once you have reached the destination, but that is
not the case. It may be used to cover any unforeseen event you encounter,
such as headwind, circumnavigation of weather etc.
If you arrive at your destination and discover that the runway is blocked by an
airplane, stranded with a technical problem, you would like to know exactly how
much flying time you have left in the tanks.
It would be the easiest to wait and land and that is why you keep a meticulous
tally of your flying time.
If you lean the aircraft engine correctly, you can be fairly certain, that the fuel
consumption is directly proportionate with the flying time.
For this reason, a flight deck log allows for:

• noting the time each leg have taken,
• revising arrival time for the next leg waypoint
• a total of accumulated minutes gain or loss.
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How to Train
One of the things that makes it difficult to fly, and difficult to learn to fly, is that
flying requires you to focus rather intensely on the task at hand, and to switch
between areas of intense focus within a short time.
Most people are not used to maintaining focus for very long, nor very intensely.
We usually focus on one thing, for no longer than 5 seconds and our readiness
require, that we instead have a loose attention, that is vigilant towards the huge
amount of stimuli that bombards us constantly.
This mechanism is part of your human defence monitoring, were we constantly
assesses each stimuli for relevance.
When you fly, you are required to shut down, a large part of this process, focus
a much larger portion of your attention, on a single thing and to switch that focused attention quickly between different tasks.
Let’s exemplify this by discussing the landing pattern. When flying the landing
pattern you are required to focus on the situation, you are currently in, and
quickly switch to the next phase of the landing pattern, where new speeds,
power setting and attitude targets are used.
At the same time you should look and react to other traffic and perhaps communicate with Air Traffic Services as you assess the actual weather conditions.
It takes around 5 minuts to fly a landing pattern and it holds about 100 actions
or triggers. This means that you will be dealing with stimuli and making a decision every 3 seconds.
Acceptable tolerances for flight, in general, are: +/-100 feet, +/- 5 degrees and
+/-5 knots provided that your manipulation of the controls are smooth.
You will only be able to deliver these results, if you maintain a sufficiently high
level of focus and is able to recall relevant procedural information, such as targets, without loosing focus.
This is where some people feel that flying becomes tedious, since this is not
best trained in the aircraft, but instead in the sofa or a simulator.
You must exercise, to be able to recall relevant information, while being occupied with controlling the airplane, without moving focus to the recollection process.
You can train it in the sofa, by trying to call out your actions and the expected
result in succession:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Line up - hold on brakes - check compass
Yoke back 1 inch - Full power - check Ps&Ts and static thrust
Release brake - counter right rudder - keep weight of nose wheel
Green arc - rotate - [Attitude for Vx or Vy].
Check safe speed - correct for drift - Trim
Many more points…
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You will quickly discover where you fail to remember and you can look it up and
try again.
You will feel a sense of accomplishment and confidence, when you have
reached a sufficient level.
Repeat the exercise after one or more days and observe, how you forget some
items and how others move into your long-term memory and becomes integrated.
This is also very fruitfully trained in a PC simulator. Simply fly, as you would during a flight lesson and exert self-criticism towards your performance.
Whenever you observe that you made an error - reset and start over.
You should not consider an error as a failure, because the essence of training
this is repetition. The more you repeat a process, the more it will be stored in
your memory and this is the process, that will lead to you, recalling the process
steps effortless.
Observe though, that the process of recalling a piece of arbitrary information,
that you cannot visualise, will only be half the battle.
If you train procedures by flash-cards or recollection of phrases, there will be an
additional recall process associated with reaching and manipulating the relevant
control.
Because of this, procedures are best trained in a cockpit of a stationary aircraft or in a simulator.
Many people enjoy using the PC simulator for this kind of training and it is my
personal experience, that it is the superior training tool, to most anything but the
real aircraft.
But you should notice a few things regarding the (PC) simulator if you intend to
use it:

• Firstly: It’s a simulator. You tend to loose respect for the environment, be-

cause you know its not real. This may develop into undesired conditioning. I
suggest you to get into the habit, of not doing things in the simulator that you
would not do in real life when you are training. When you want to fool around
with loops in a passenger jet - do this deliberately outside of your training
sessions.

• Secondly: Dont expect the aircraft to react as the simulator. Obviously your

joystick will not provide the same feedback as the aircraft and the simulator
may have an aerodynamic model with fidelity far from reality. Consider the
simulator to be a tool to train decision making and procedures - not so much
hand-eye coordination.

• Thirdly: Forgive yourself. Most simulators and controls will not simulate the

input regime were you give small and light inputs. Particularly rudder inputs
and inputs around the yoke center are not simulated as well as you experience them in reality. This means that you will not achieve acceptable results
in some situations as smoothly and precise as you would like.
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The Instructor Is Not Your Friend But Your Vendor
Oddly, a lot of flight instructors will brief you on the lesson you are about to fly, in
the pre-flight briefing and expect you to digest and apply the knowledge from
the briefing during the lesson immediately after.
They will then rate your performance and recommend that you prepare to a
higher standard for the next lesson, where even more new things are introduced.
This is not because they are evil, but, sadly, that is how most instructors are
trained and how most schools arrange training sessions.
You should put your self ahead of this development, by learning what will occur
on the next lesson and then train it by your self, prior.
I suggest you to recognise this strategy:

• The instructor is there to provide you with an opportunity, to experiment safely
• You are there to determine what works for you
• You should already have decided how you intent to solve the task, before you
arrive.

• The instructor can show you how he or she does it, not how you should do it.
• The instructor can tell you what is planned for the next lesson.
If your flight school have a well developed SOP, together with the AFM you
should have all the necessary details, to prepare and train your flight lessons and your decision making - in advance.
Some people like to have a person, with authority, show and tell how to solve a
task. That may have some merit in flying - since very few enter with any intuition
in the area. But you should keep in mind, that you will only graduate from a flying program, when you have internalised the necessary values, knowledge and
skill. The faster you embrace this fact, the faster you will graduate.
Regardless of what training method appeals to you - If you exercise your procedural recollection successfully, you may shave many flight hours of your certification process.
Besides saving a substantial amount of money you will also turn out as a proficient and confident pilot.
You often spend some moments together with a flight instructor, where you
have some great experiences. Personally I have had great joy, in sharing other
peoples great moments as a flight instructor, but I would not have partaken in so
many of them, were I not paid to do so.
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The di erence…
…between flying small airplanes, training to be a commercial pilot and flying
small airplanes as a leisure pilot.
A professional pilot is one, that makes as much profit, from transporting goods
or passengers from one place to another, as possible, within a given safety
frame.
As a private pilot, you are allowed to have a reactive behaviour, meaning, that
to a very large extend, you can fly with relative little preflight effort and if, and
when, something unexpected occurs, you can make up your alternate cause of
action on the spot.
A professional pilot would instead be required to have a proactive behaviour,
meaning that the pilot is expected to cater, to some extend, for the “unplanned”.
If you have to divert, not only is there an alternate aerodrome available, that can
accommodate the airplane, what about passenger facilities, and is re-fuelling
available, so you are able to depart again.
As a private pilot you are also allowed to have reactive behaviour on a smaller
scale such as airplane handling.
If you encounter a cross wind during take-off, it is acceptable that you allow the
encounter to affect the flightpath, recognise the occurrence, apply correction
and continue your flight from the point were the correction is applied.
The mindset of a commercial level would instead be, to have as thorough a
knowledge as possible and predict the required corrections or suspect the required corrections, so that they are applied within a much shorter time frame,
causing as little disturbance of the flight path as possible.
I feel that it is important to stress, that this proactive behaviour is not achieved
as a result of training. Nor is it achieved, as a result of experience.
Rather, this is an aspiration, - something that a professional pilot strive towards
and accepts, that sometimes the strategy is applied successfully and sometimes not.
A private pilot will seldom operate under any time constrain and the preparation
of the next segment of flight, is not something that must be achieve quickly.
Whereas a commercial pilot makes the profit, to a large extend, by operating
the aircraft efficiently and will nearly always attempt to prepare the next segment to be executed without delay.
This means that nearly every checklist is performed by memory and then
checked immediately prior to execution of the triggering segment.
Particularly ground preparations are numerous and time consuming and have a
great potential for delaying departure time and gaining a time advantage both
and therefore the associated procedures are done by heart.
This will become a major task for the newly initiated and you should prepare
your self for a memorisation burden of operating complex aircraft.
Many flight schools are very opinionated about what it means to be a professional pilot and the regulations does not stipulate what qualities a professional
pilot should have that a leisure pilot should not.

ff
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Sometimes you may find it tiresome, to hear about all the things that a professional pilot does and does not and you may think, that the school are making
this up themselves, to appear to have much valuable know-how, to transfer to
you.
Though a professional pilot may fly according to the visual flight rules, the pilot
of a complex aircraft is not flying visually, but relying heavily on flight instruments. It’s not that it cannot be done, visually but that it cannot be done without
the instruments.
It may therefor be odd that the commercial pilot training is conducted under
VFR conditions.
It is probably done in this manner to make training more available and easier to
execute and though the skill test, in reality, does not reflect it, the commercial
training should be training of pilot mind set, rather than flying skills.
I dont make all these statements to frown upon leisure pilots. Leisure pilots
should have fun flying and not raise demands onto them selves that cannot be
redeemed in the reference frame of leisure flying. A leisure pilot with the wrong
perception of what is high quality of performance, may become a dangerous pilot.
Remember that professional pilots have a backoffice that supports their efforts
and allows them to focus more intensely on the service they provide. It is not
meant that leisure pilots are performing at such level with no support.
Instead this section is meant to illustrate what you can do if you are flying as a
leisure pilot and you wish to work towards a commercial context and to debunk
the myths about what the commercial pilot aptitude is all about.
As you grow and gain experience as a pilot, you will strive to have a positive
sensation of your own abilities and you will compare the results you have, with
others and measure your own ability.
It is important that you have a sober attitude, when making this assessment,
and that you do not put your self in a brighter light than you actually deserve.
I will leave you with this: It is not about how short you can land - it is more about
how much effort you require to obtain reproducible results.
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About the Author
I have been a flight student under the modular ICAO system and later became a
flight instructor and a commercial pilot.
I have worked in the aviation management, for both flight schools and air-taxi
operations and for the civil aviation administration, in the licensing department,
under the JAA system and later the EU system.
I have trained for the flight examiners rating and have flown air transport category aircraft.
This is the perspective from which this document is created.
If you have any comments about this book please dont hold back, I would love
to hear any praise, criticism or wants that you may have.
I did not make this document for profit, but if you enjoyed my efforts, and feel
they are worth your reward, I would appreciate any donation, you feel is appropriate.
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